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Section 1   Analytical Summary 
 
1.1 Is it difficult to find parking space? 
 
 

 
 
 
 

1.2 Are Controls needed 
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1.3 Responses by Road in support of a CPZ 
List of respondents by road who say ‘yes’ to controls 
(This chart is designed to identify which roads show support) 

 
 

 
1.4a  Respondents supporting a CPZ             1.4b All respondent who answered 

      
 
 
Tables 1.4a and 1.4b look at causes of parking congestion (where applicable).  Table 1.4a look 
sonly at respondents who support a CPZ, while Table 1.4b looks at all responses which have 
identified any parking congestion issues. 
 
The top cause of congestion is overspill from existing CPZs (Rectory Gardens CPZ or Hornsey 
South).   Multicar households are another big issue.  Trade vans (including internet delivery vans) 
and other non-local vehicles often left parked overnight are also a major issue. 
 
The two tables above are not greatly different, but the reaction of residents is.   Some residents 
look at the issue and agree that a CPZ is necessary.  However, many others take the view that it is 
the development of CPZs which have caused the problems in the first place.  Also, there is a view 
that even if there are parking problems, the introduction of a CPZ will make it even more difficult 
for residents to have visits from friends, family, carers and services.  This is a greater concern for 
elders and those with disabilities. 
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1.5 Operating Days (if CPZ applied) 
 
 

 
 

 

 

1.6 Operating Hours (if CPZ applied) 
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1.7 If you said ‘no’ to a CPZ, would you support it if nearby roads said ‘yes’? 
 
 

 
 

 

 

1.8 Need short term visitor parking?   
(Many respondents were not clear as to the context of this question, Some assumed it related to if 
a CPZ was introduced) 
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1.9   Agree with removal of footway parking? 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Section2   Detailed numerical analysis 
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2.1 Difficult to find parking space in your road? 
 
(Percentages read across>) 
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2.2 Are parking controls needed? 
 
(Percentages read across>) 
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2.3 If controls applied, what days? 
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2.4 Operating hours? 
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2.4a Other suggestions for operating days and hours 
10am - 6pm 
08:00-12:00 
08.00am to 08.00pm 
10-2pm PLUS when events are on at Ally Pally 
10am-12 
10am-4pm 
12-2pm 
12noon-5pm 
1pm - 3pm on weekdays if a CPZ is imposed 
2 Hours 11am-1pm 
2 hours 4 to 6 
2 hours 4pm-6pm 
2 hours 4pm-6pm 
2 hours pm 
2 hours, 11 am to 1 pm 
2-4 or 4-6 
2-4pm 
2-4pm 
24 / 7 
24 hours 
24/7 
24/7 
24/7 
2pm to 6pm 
3 - 5pm 
30 - 60 mins free then charge after that.  This will help support businesses and shops 
3pm - 8pm (to reduce park visitors parking here) 
4pm - 6pm 
4pm - 6pm 
5.pm until 9.pm 
6am to 7pm 
6pm - 8pm 
6pm -9pm 
7am - 10pm 
8am to 10am 
8am to 11.30pm 
8am to 8pm 
8am-8pm 
9am to 11am + 3pm - 5pm 
All day - 8am - 9pm at least 
all day 8am to 8pm (to stop overnight parking by vans) 
All day and when there are Ally Pally events 
All day weekdays - but weekends should reflect events at Ally Pally 
Also include Ally Pally weekend event days 
As appropriate to PPA. If no instance yet exists in Haringey, suggest 8-6:30pm for PPA *not* CPZ 
at night 
CPZ is not needed at all 
CPZ not needed 
don't do it 
early morning 
Evenings 6.30 - 8.30pm to stop overnight congestion 
Evenings are only time there is a problem 
Evenings only (see notes below) 
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Extend during Ally Pally events 
Have answered CPZ not necessary 
I would support CPZ if the permit system was not so costly and challenging 
Ideally: 8am to 10am + 2pm to 5pm on Sundays only 
If a CPZ really must be introduced, it MUST be a short window 
if compelled: minimum hours 
If there was a PPA we would have it for 2 hours 
It's evenings that are the issue, so none of the above 
Late night - to stop overnight parking by vans 
max 2 hours 
Need it after 6pm 
need to operate into the evening eg 8pm 
needed on Sundays due to farmers market 
Night time is the only time parking is an issue 
None.  Remove other CPZs 
None. No operational hours needed 
None. We do not need one. 
Not all day but a time which would mean that people can’t come here to park commercial vehicles  
Not more than 2 hours in residential streets 
only difficult in the evening 
Only difficulty is at night 
Only want it if it is PPA 
or 12noon - 2pm 
overnight 
Overnight 6.30pm to 8am   CPZ not needed during the day 
Overnight 8pm to 8am 
Post 1800 
PPA 
PPA acceptable 
PPA instead 
PPA needed not CPZ 
PPA only 
PPA only 
PPA preferred 
PPA preferred 
PPA preferred 
PPA would be accepted 
PPA would be supported - NOT a CPZ 
Prefer Permit Holders Only Parking Area (PPA) arrangement 
Q6 is ridiculous 
School days 8-10, 2.30 - 4.   and Sunday market hours at Campsbourne 
Sunday 10am - 3pm    /   Sundays need controls 
There are more car owners than a CPZ scheme permits 
They should not be included in school times as it would be dangerous for parents to drop kids off 
Times suited to Permit-holders only Parking Area (PPA) 
up to 12 midnight 
up to 8pm 
up to midnight 
We would like a PPA for our road. This would provide the best solution for residents 
weekday evenings to 8pm 
Would agree to a PPA Mon-Fri for 4 hours per day 
Would prefer Parking Permit Area (PPA) 
Would support CPZ only if there was a PPA approach (like Sutton Council) which removed any 
need for road markings and signage.  Also, the PPA enables residents to park across their 
driveways 
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2.5 Would you say yes to a CPZ if neighbouring roads supported it? 
 
(percentages read across) 
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2.6a Causes of parking congestion (where applicable) 
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Section 3.  Comments – by Road 
 
 
 

Name of road 

Contro

ls 

neede

d? Any other comments 

Baden Rd Yes One dropped kerb just before 2 Baden Road has double yellow lines  protecting it. Why is this?     

No other dropped kerbs are protected by DYL 

Baden Rd Yes Parking has been an issue since CPZ introduced in adjoining areas.  Please give us a CPZ! 

Baden Rd No Don't want any more parking controls on my road 

Baden Rd No  

Baden Rd No Please stop your additional revenue-seeking.    You should invest in public transport and car 

clubs to reduce the need for  car ownership 

Baden Rd If PPA, 

yes 

PPA preferred if CPZ is imposed.     This is the wrong time to make any decisions - lockdown, 

covid and ULEZ.  We don't know how things will work out. 

Baden Rd No I am tiring of the frequency with which these questions are asked. One can't help but feel that 

the council does not like previous responses & hopes to get what it wants by attrition. This is a 

particularly inappropriate time to decide given the pandemic is making more people work from 

home & avoid public transport to avoid infection  & the ULEZ extension due soon will likely 

reduce the numbers of cars needing to park anyway. This survey should only take place after 

ULEZ gets here. 

Baden Rd No While I agree parking is more difficult, they mean reason is displacement form other CPZs.    

There is no mention of the costs or inconvenience in your letter and I am sure it is the permit 

costs that make people park outside their CPZ.  I suggest that VP should be free of charge - a 

simple solution, surely and one which could be included in council tax and road tax already 

charged 

Beechwood Rd Yes Imprtant that Campsbourne school has parking for staff and peripatetic specialists 

Beechwood Rd Yes  

Beechwood Rd Yes  

Beechwood Rd Yes Safety issue: Beechwood Rd used to have hardly any traffic but has become very busy. As the 

first road off Nightingale Lane and the last one back onto it, it forms the 'desire line' for traffic 

and is used as a thoroughfare. The top of the road (where there's a small cul-de-sac) is also 

routinely used as a turning point. Almost all of the traffic is moving at well over the 20mph limit, 

often reaching dangerous speeds. 'SLOW' signs have recently been painted on the road but this 

has made no difference. We're awaiting new metal '20' signs but it's doubtful that this will help 

either. The volume and speed are dangerous, the noise is adversely affecting our mental health 

and the pollution has increased. We need speed humps! 

Beechwood Rd Yes there is a DB nearby which relevant visitors can use.   Can delivery vans stop in a CPZ when 

delivering?   (not during the operating hours unless they have a VP).  Do people with dropped 

kerbs have to pay for the facility (yes.there is a charge - Ed) 

Beechwood Rd Yes I Am Disabled and my carers come to look after me and take me out for hospital visits and for 

shopping i cannot walk very far it is always difficult for them to park to collect me 
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Beechwood Rd Yes I would like a CPZ.  Some non-local cars are left parked for up to 3 weeks which can make it 

difficult for local residents.  If an all-day CPZ is not possible then 10-2 would be enough 

Beechwood Rd Yes  

Beechwood Rd Yes Parking by non-local is the problem.   They leave their cars here as private free parking - 

vehicles are often left for  weeks.  I think we need CPZ ASAP.  Thanks 

Beechwood Rd Yes Sometimes non-resident cars are left 2 to 3 weeks.   Ongoing need for DDBs should be 

monitored 

Beechwood Rd Yes I’m disabled and have Lupus disease.  There is never any parking and I need space outside my 

home for emergency calls and visitors 

Beechwood Rd Yes  

Beechwood Rd Yes  

Beechwood Rd No There are rarely any issues parking on Beechwood and a CPZ would just add problems and 

costs for residents.    All parking here is residential, and it is only late evenings when parking 

can sometimes be challenging.   A CPZ would only be used for the council to profit and would 

not help residents 

Beechwood Rd No Parking zones with street furniture would ruin the character of the road.  CPZ is not necessary 

and would probably nt reduce the number of cars as the only time I've had any trouble is after 

7pm. 

Beechwood Rd No  

Beechwood Rd No  

Beechwood Rd No  

Beechwood Rd No  

Beechwood Rd No  

Beechwood Rd No It is hard to park at night, so a CPZ would not be much use 

Beechwood Rd No Rectory Gdns has caused displacement but we don't yet need a CPZ in Beechwood.  Things 

may change after lockdown and I suggest you monitor the situation before doing anything 

Beechwood Rd No The only issue here is the building works, and the occasional dumped car.  However, thsi does 

not justify a CPZ 

Beechwood Rd No The issue of parking in this area has been caused by the introduction of  CPZ in surrounding 

areas which has meant that many Businesses and private cars are now parking in the roads 

without the CPZ while the roads around remain empty of cars . The main issue with parking is 

when returning from work in the evenings especially as a key worker having to use my car every 

day . Introducing a CPZ during the day would not solve this issue at all as private cars and 

Business vans etc  would continue to park in these roads after 6pm . I have heard from many 

residents in Haringey the continued issues of purchasing these permits annually and the 

problems of communication no response to emails and phone calls when permits are not 

received in a timely manner particularly visitors permits etc .  How are these continuing issues 

being resolved ? It seems that introducing a CPZ on these roads is now inevitable as a way of 

making money for the council both through the permits themselves and parking tickets as the 

problem has now been created . I would stress again that the problem is in the evenings when 

people who drive to do essential work return during the  evening . 

Beechwood Rd Yes Displacement form Rectory Gdns which has overly strict operating times..  Non-residents leave 

cars and vans here overnight.  I'm told that the road is even advertised for holiday parking!  

Anecdotal I know, but it gives you a sense of things 

Beechwood Rd No There is always space.   CPZ would prevent elderly relatives form visiting.  The public also need 

to be able to access the park 
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Beechwood Rd No Only time we can't park is in the evening, so no need for CPZ.  It is disappointing that the 

council is attempting to extract more income from residents at a time when many families' 

incomes have been reduced by the pandemic 

Boyton Close Yes  

Boyton Close Yes On the basis that this is being forced on us due to the surrounding areas becoming more built 

up and other cps introduction I hope the cost is not too high for current residents. 

Boyton Close Yes  

Boyton Close Yes CPZ is needed in Boyton as it's hazardous to drive because of reduced visibility - esp the corner 

with Pembroke Rd and Boyton Rd.   Visibility also reduced by the number of large vans left 

parked.  While people from WERA estate may not want a CPZ, this should not stop a CPZ in 

other roads 

Boyton Close No We do not need any CPZ controls as there is sufficient parking daytime and in the evenings 

Boyton Rd Yes Trade vans left parked for days.  Some drivers park and then drive away in another vehicle.  

Vehicles park on pavement - breaking kerbs and damaging the footway.   parking by large vans 

on both sides  is often obstructive.  Speeding in Pembroke road is a problem - especially as 

there are many elderly people.  20mph signs are ignored. 

Boyton Rd Yes  

Boyton Rd Yes  

Boyton Rd Yes CPZ would help as local business owners park on our road.  This has got worse in the last two 

years 

Boyton Rd Yes Bigger issue is insufficient overnight parking 

Boyton Rd Yes Thank you. I really need my DB parking space.  We suffer here so much with parking. 

Boyton Rd Yes ASAP please 

Boyton Rd Yes Please install CPZ ASAP  for all our sakes - so that there are less punch-ups, and arguments!     

Have a nice day. 

Boyton Rd Yes Overnight parking is the problem so a CPZ would need to operate late.   There is no footway 

parking on Boyton Rd but there is some on Boyton Close.   Residents should eb given a free 

allocation of visitor permits (eg 5) per year.  Pay-by-phone is NOT advisable because that would 

be used by visitors to the Park 

Boyton Rd Yes  

Boyton Rd Yes Apart from trying to find a parking space at times;  I think speed humps should be installed on 

Boyton Rd because of speeding cars. 

Boyton Rd Yes  

Boyton Rd No Don't want a CPZ but would like a way of tackling the problem of trade vans left for long 

periods.  It is also difficult because the road is narrow when cars are parked - even worse when 

large vans are left here..  However I'm not opting for a CPZ to be put in 

Boyton Rd No  

Boyton Rd No No need for a CPZ, but a couple of DBs would be nice 

Boyton Rd No We don't need CPZ controls 

Boyton Rd No We have plenty of space to park.  No need for CPZ 

Boyton Rd No No need for CPZ 

Boyton Rd No No need for CPZ 

Boyton Rd No  

Boyton Rd No  

Boyton Rd No The problem here is drug dealers parking in Newland Road.  Anything that can stop that gets 

my vote. 
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Boyton Rd No  

Boyton Rd No  

Boyton Rd No  

Boyton Rd No Are we to be asked to vote on this every couple of years?? We said no because we do not wish 

to be charged to park on our streets. Nor do we wish for parking to be rationed only to those 

who can afford it.   I have heard one local councillor has been implying that many of the vehicles 

parked around here are not from the area, but they have given no evidence whatsoever. The 

same councillor also suggested that parking may get harder because the council has seen fit to 

build over a thousand new flats on the other side of the railway line with no parking provision. 

That sounds like a monumental error of judgement, and one which ought to be remedied by 

putting in parking provision near to the new flats.   There is a suspicious link between the cpz 

proposal coming back around, and the proposal to take 24 parking spaces away from next to 

Wat Tyler house in order to build yet more flats that have no parking. As expressed earlier, 

more parking is required, rather than pricing people out of being able to own a car.   Ultimately, 

this project is a way for the council to make money whilst providing absolutely no additional 

service. If you were doing it for the benefit of residents it would be a free scheme. The way to 

reduce car ownership is surely to provide viable alternatives, such as improved transport links 

and cycle infrastructure. 

Boyton Rd No Sometimes difficult to get a space outside my house but always can park nearby.  No need for 

time specific controls.  You plan to get rid of the car park on Boyton Road so as to build more 

houses - a good idea - but the problem is not non-residents, but too many residents; cars.  If 

public transport was better, it would reduce the need for cars. There is only one bus (144) 

serving the High street.  This feels like just a money-making scheme by forcing people to buy 

permits.   Need viable transport alternatives 

Boyton Rd No  

Boyton Rd No There are no jobs right now so why do we have to pay for everything?   Why can' t you do 

something to help reduce our stress.        Do not put in CPZs 

Boyton Rd No We know the council are pushing CPZs and do not want it here.  What we do need are speed 

humps to stop cars speeding dangerously.  Shame that the council is only interested in money 

rather than considering the needs of residents and their wellbeing.   You have put more CEOs 

in the area to intimidate residents.  We will not cave in to pressure without reasons.  No 

problems with parking and our visitors park without issue 

Boyton Rd No  

Boyton Rd No We have off road parking in this street - a CPZ would not work as it would reduce road space.   

Bike hangars and new DYL have already limited the spaces.  Leave things as they are for now 

Boyton Rd No  

Boyton Rd No  

Boyton Rd No Not wanted unless put in on surrounding roads.    New building is proposed next to Wat Tyler 

House along with removal of the 26 car park spaces. If this goes ahead  there would be a huge 

parking problem on Boyton Rd 

Boyton Rd Yes Dear members   Since few months ago, we have a very busy area and everywhere is full of cars 

and all day we have problem to find a suitable car park close to our buildings.   Thank you 

Boyton Rd Yes Parking at Koblenz House should be restricted to residents only.  Non locals and park visitors 

always park here, and I often have to park elsewhere when I return home 
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Boyton Rd No I think the critical issue is that this is the wrong time to consult on this. As our road is at the 

bottom of Alexandra Palace and we are in a lockdown it means that is difficult to assess what 

the issues are as many people are parking and exercising in the Palace and/or walking dogs. 

As a resident the times I have found it most difficult to park are in the evenings after work or at 

weekends which is no doubt influenced by the current situation. The farmers market at the 

school also brings in extra traffic and not sure why this is allowed in a residential area. So as 

parking control in Hornsey/Crouch End is normally a daytime Monday through Friday restriction 

it would seem that if brought in at this time it would be for revenue purposes rather than 

preventing evening and weekend parking. I would be more sympathetic to it if these were the 

proposals, which from the multiple choice does not seem to be the case. However, I think doing 

it during a pandemic is not the right the time and somewhat takes advantage of the fact the 

number of vehicles parked has substantially increased during the last 12 months and not a fair 

indication of if it is actually needed in the longer term.  Boyton Road could use traffic calming as 

it is a straight narrow road that people drive far too fast along and one day someone will be 

killed. 

Boyton Rd No It's disappointing that Haringey Council can't come up with anything more creative to resolve the 

parking issues on the Campsbourne Estate. I understand that the scheme was not supported 

last time because it would be too expensive for many of the residents of the estate and now 

we're in the middle of a global pandemic when many are surviving on reduced, little or no 

income and you are trying to implement it again. What incredibly poor timing. Are you going to 

keep asking until you get the answer you want?  I assume it's no coincidence that we've not 

received the full planning application for the development on the Watt Tyler car park which will 

remove some more much needed car parking. Are you holding off until the CPZ is in place?  My 

fear is that we will end up paying for permits and still struggle to find parking, this is an 

extremely high-density housing area and even with a CPZ I suspect that there are more cars 

than spaces.   I think Councillors should be warned that it is inappropriate to campaign for the 

CPZ on the basis of unsupported, unresearched and inaccurate statistics. One local Councillor 

claimed that up to a third of vehicles parked on the estate were from non-residents. When 

challenged she had no basis for this figure. She also claimed that we were at risk of residents 

from the gas works development parking here and walking back. That seems very unlikely given 

the distance but surely if that does happen it's the fault of Haringey's planning department for 

permitting such a development with no parking. I'm not sure why the Campsbourne estate 

residents should have to pay for Haringey's ineptitude.   Finally, you focus a lot in the leaflet on 

unsafe parking on yellow lines etc but will anything actually be done to enforce that? Since the 

recent line painting put double yellows outside our house it's now just used as a parking spot for 

delivery vans who sit there with their engines on and mount the pavement constantly. I've never 

once seen them penalised for sitting there meanwhile the level of pollution must have 

skyrocketed. 

Boyton Rd No  

Boyton Rd No  

Brook Rd Yes Serious problem of abandoned cars in roads adjoining Brook rd.  Also joyriding is a problem.   

Numerous cars have been towed away for parking outside entries to the flats.  It would help if 

yellow lines were painted in these locations 

Brook Rd Yes We get a lot of overspill from the high street, from the construction sites, and from people taking 

their children to the school. For a side road there is a remarkable amount of traffic and constant 

parking. Some disincentives would be very welcomed. 
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Brook Rd Yes I feel resident parking is essential.  I'm over 65 and still work full time.  Often I have to park 2 

streets away.  I go to work early and often have a long walk in the dark to my car.    I also often 

have to carry heavy shopping some distance if I can't get space outside my flat. 

Brook Rd Yes Would be good to offer incentives to people to get rid of cars  e.g. partial subsidy of public 

transport ticket,  a cash incentive to sell the car,  a free bicycle.       Need to tackle the problem 

of multicar ownership as well as making it harder to drive and park at will. 

Brook Rd Yes Stockley Court parking is used by strangers who don't live here.  There is no control or 

enforcement to stop this 

Brook Rd Yes People leave vans parked to reserve a space and swap these with cars.  There is a car park 

here - mostly unused.  Multicar households and dumped cars are a problem 

Brook Rd No  

Brook Rd No To try this on during lockdown is an underhanded trick  designed to extort money.  This is 

shameful behaviour - although you don't know the meaning of the word.  Since your department 

is devoid of morality, democracy and decency, I will seek to get your department head fired. 

Brook Rd No  

Brook Rd No We are happy with things as they are 

Brook Rd No CPZs are self generating - one area gets one and then parking is displaced to the next area, 

and so it continues.   I think residents should get free permits 

Brook Rd Yes Difficult to find space when returning at any time.  I have already applied for a DB but have had 

no response - nor even an acknowledgement 

Campsbourne Rd Yes  

Campsbourne Rd Yes Revenue form CPZs should be used to improve street cleaning, and pavement repairs - esp on 

Campsbourne and Boyton.    Haringey's Brook Road car park is under-utilised and a through 

car park would be better.      A parking and traffic survey needs to be undertaken in this area 

Campsbourne Rd Yes Cars and bikes speed dangerously down the road.  We need speed humps 

Campsbourne Rd Yes  

Campsbourne Rd Yes  

Campsbourne Rd No Not required here. It would put more financial pressure on residents. 

Campsbourne Rd No I am a carer and work at Campsbourne Rd with people having learning disability and seizures.  

This proposal would badly affect us as we are not allowed to park in the DB at the front of the 

house. 

Campsbourne Rd No  

Campsfield Rd Yes  

Campsfield Rd Yes I'm disabled with a heart condition and breathlessness so cannot walk more than a few metres.  

There are always problems trying to park by my home so I prefer not to use my car, and I use 

Uber instead.  Please try to make a DB if possible 

Campsfield Rd Yes  

Campsfield Rd Yes I actually feel an Estate parking scheme might be a better option for our estate (Campsbourne 

estate) but will go with CPZ as parking anywhere near my road is impossible. I am 68. i have 

rheumatoid arthritis and mobility issues (but insufficient for a disabled badge). Campsfield Rd is 

already paved so non parking so i often park several roads away and have to carry shopping a 

long way. 

Campsfield Rd Yes Since your 2017 consultation, parking congestion has worsened on Campsfield estate.    Even 

in daytime there is nowhere to park and I sometimes have to park in Nightingale Lane.   I 

support having a CPZ in our area because parking is getting worse and worse 
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Campsfield Rd Yes There are new blocks of flats built recently and many of their residents park in our road.  

Apparently, they avoid paying for parking at their own building. 

Campsfield Rd Yes We asked before but it didn't happen.  Let's hope it does now 

Campsfield Rd Yes  

Campsfield Rd Yes  

Campsfield Rd No My block has many who work in the NHS and Civil Service. They need to be able to park freely.  

The new proposed 6 spaces outside the new block beside Wat Tyler House are not needed as 

they are beside a home and would result in the loss of a much-needed green space 

Campsfield Rd No Don't need CPZ controls here.   At this time of Covid a lot of us have money problems.   CPZ 

costs would add to the problem. 

Campsfield Rd Yes Because we are the only area not CPZ we have become the car park for the overspill vehicles 

from adjoining CPZ areas, lots of commercial vehicles park up for days at a time not being 

used, also workers and shoppers from wood green use the roads to park as well as residents 

from the other side of Alexander Palace, we also suffer from lots of commuters parking every 

day. I work shifts on my days off in the week i struggle to park anywhere near where i live. 

Campsfield Rd Yes Parking has become more difficult due to increased visitors to Ally Pally, builders working on 

new development, people selling cars, commuters going through to Alexandra Park railway, 

farmers market, second/third car owners avoiding paying on their own CPZ. New development 

of 1700 homes. Where will these residents park? 

Campsfield Rd Yes Difficult to park at night because vans and cars left parked 

The Campsbourne Yes  

The Campsbourne Yes  

The Campsbourne Yes Would there be a discount for more than one vehicle per household?   Even if not, we support 

CPZ on The Campsbourne as parking has become impossible for residents 

The Campsbourne Yes As a result of displacement form Rectory Gdns, many cars are left in my road even though there 

are only about 6 actual residents here.  I can only rarely park here, so urgent action is needed 

The Campsbourne Yes We've recently moved here from the Campsbourne and are worried that if surrounding areas 

become busier, our currently uncontrolled roads will suffer from displacement.  We notice it's 

already difficult to  park round here. 

The Campsbourne Yes Please stop pavement parking at The Campsbourne 

The Campsbourne Yes The Campsbourne is by Hornsey High St.  and the shops and businesses  cause massive 

extraneous parking in residents' spaces.  The road only has about 12 spaces for the 

disproportionately high number of properties.  It's impossible to have visitors or essential 

tradesmen, carers etc.  As the covid reduces,  parking will become even worse when 

businesses reopen 

The Campsbourne Yes It would be good to regulate this street because not even residents can find space and it's 

always busy.  Thanks 

The Campsbourne Yes  

The Campsbourne Yes this is a narrow road and needs residents-only parking.  Pavement parking should be stopped 

on one side as it obstructs pedestrians as well as bin lorries and deliveries.  Also the free 

parking attracts loiterers and littering of drinks bottles and take -away boxes etc.  Loud music 

from these cars can also be an issue 

The Campsbourne No Don't want CPZ.   Reduce pavement parking at the bottom end by 8 spaces, so vehicles can 

turn round more easily.  There could be a few pay to park spaces at the top to help local 

businesses 
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The Campsbourne No I would favour a CPZ if your permit scheme was not so bureaucratic, costly, and challenging.  

More people would support CPZs if they were managed better in this respect.   In principal I do 

support CPZs as vehicles here often park on the pavement which obstructs those with 

disabilities as well as prams and push chairs 

Chadwell Lane No  

Chadwell Lane No  

Chadwell Lane No We currently have no possibility of ascertaining a local permit due to the council deeming 

Chadwell Lane as a private road and therefore, does not fall within their remit of requiring a 

permit.   We, therefore, cannot park on the estate or allow visitors to park on the estate. If the 

council introduces CPZ it will impact our current limited availability to park.   Should the council 

pursue with a change following the consultation, a change in how permits are given to the New 

River village estate on Chadwell Lane. 

Chadwell Lane No As a flat owner in the area, I am not able to purchase parking permits from the council. Un-

restricted parking is therefore vital. If all roads are permitted but flat owners not allowed to 

purchase the permits,  you are effectively introducing a rule that owning a flat here means you 

cannot own a car.  Many of us rely on our cars for our work and lives.  If you do introduce 

permitted parking zones, then you must allow people that live in these flats to apply for permits.  

There is no need for parking restrictions to be introduced. There is always space on these roads 

-  I have never had a problem in five years.  Introducing permits would be purely a 

moneymaking scheme for the council,  which I believe is to the detriment of the residents. 

Chadwell Lane No  

Chadwell Lane No Residents in the New River Village development are not entitled to resident parking permits and 

therefore have to rely on having access to streets that do not enforce CPZ. Before introducing 

CPZs (which also seem to be unnecessary as those streets are not that busy in terms of 

parking), you should first consider allowing residents in New River Village to apply for residents 

parking permits and at that point you can reconsider introducing CPZs. Haringey should have 

considered this issue at the time they approved the development of New River Village. The 

reality is that there aren’t sufficient parking spaces within the development and it’s puzzling why 

some Haringey residents should be allowed to apply for permits, but others not. 

Chadwell Lane No  

Chadwell Lane No As we are excluded from buying permits for the local area then introducing controls on parking 

across all of Hornsey North makes it impossible for visitors to travel by car. As it stands there is 

enough flexibility in the CPZ in Hornsey North and in my opinion no further restricted Parking 

should be introduced. 

Chadwell Lane No Residents of New River Village are not allowed to buy permits from the council, so if restrictions 

are introduced on nearby roads then it won't be possible for any of us to have a car. This affects 

peoples' livelihoods and should not happen. If restrictions are brought in place, residents of New 

River Village should be allowed to buy local permits. 

Chadwell Lane No These proposals are disgusting. They will work if you allow residents from our block to purchase 

permits which you currently don’t in other parts. You are basically not allowing people to own 

cars. There is enough restrictions to our lives already and you just want to add more for 

basically no reason. How do you lot look at yourselves in the mirror? It’s utterly appalling 

Chadwell Lane No There are a large number of flats in this area. Flat owners have been told they would not be 

able to buy parking permits as they do not live on the roads. But the building developments 

have little parking facilities. Therefore many people would not be able to park. Cars are vital for 

some of these residents for work purposes. Also surely residents should have an opportunity to 

be able to park somewhere close to their home. 
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Chadwell Lane No  

Chadwell Lane No Our block of flats has limited parking availability and the surrounding areas are useful for 

temporary visitors parking. This area is also an invaluable resource for visitors to Alexandra 

Palace Park, and used by friends and family’s as a meeting point to share this communal 

space. Parking restrictions would prohibit this fair use of the space, and are unnecessary as 

parking availability is rarely a problem in the area (even with lots of people visiting the park in 

recent times) 

Chadwell Lane No  

Clovelly Rd Yes Sometimes I have to park 300-400 yards from my house. Many commercial vehicles are left 

parked here for days at a time 

Clovelly Rd Yes A lot of commercial vehicles park in local roads as well as parking by those 'dodging' nearby 

CPZs.  A  2-hour restriction would stop this.    Thanks for the consultation 

Clovelly Rd Yes  

Clovelly Rd Yes Parking in Clovelly Road, Linzee Road and Priory Avenue is absolutely horrendous. It has been 

steadily getting worse ever since the introduction of other local CPZ restriction areas. There are 

MANY MANY cars parked long term on these roads from local Nightingale Motors and other 

local garages. As a family with 3 young children I haven't been able to park a reasonable 

distance to my front door for several weeks which can be very challenging. Other local roads 

will vote against this because the residents on these roads have opportunity for off street 

parking (Park Avenue North, Redston, Warner). The houses on Linzee, Clovelly and Priory 

Avenue do not have this luxury. PLEASE PLEASE consider this when deciding. There are some 

extremely vocal ANTI protesters, but these are largely from the roads that have off-street 

parking as an option. Many thanks. 

Clovelly Rd Yes This road voted for a CPZ last time and we hope Clovelly Road does become part of a CPZ in 

the very near .  It is rare to be able to park in our own road - day or night 

Clovelly Rd Yes  

Clovelly Rd Yes It's been difficult to park for some years now - but recently it has become near on impossible,  - 

please introduce cpz 

Clovelly Rd Yes Many non-local vehicles left here for long periods.  I hope that a CPZ would tackle this .  Not 

sure at this stage whether there is sufficient need for EVCPs  because people really want to 

park in front of their houses to charge them.   We'd like an EV but we often can't park near our 

house in order to charge it 

Clovelly Rd No We don't need a CPZ 

Clovelly Rd No I'm worried sick about this proposed CPZ.  I'm elderly and need family visits  for support, and 

they live a long way away and need to be able to park without permit limits and hassle.  I don’t 

use the internet, so it would be a nightmare for me to try and organise permits.     Neighbours 

tell me that site people are always complaining that they cannot get through to Haringey to buy 

more permits.  I don't qualify for a DB but can't walk far because of bad legs and it is difficult to 

board a bus 

Clovelly Rd No We may enough council tax (which is going up), so I don't think we should pay to park outside 

our house 

Clovelly Rd No High housing density and multicar households + poor parking and use of bins in ineligible spots 

contribute to parking problems but a CPZ would not enable residents to park outside their own 

homes 

Clovelly Rd No Re Q7 and Q12.    Persons often park illegally in DBs at night - after 10pm.  You should have a 

facility for us to report this.  Can something be done about it please?  Thank you 
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Clovelly Rd No Never a problem parking, but there would be if you imposed a CPZ 

Clovelly Rd If PPA, 

yes 

Would welcome PPA controls.  We need controls in this area 

Clovelly Rd Yes Major parking difficulty on this side of the WERA estate so it could be worth having Linzee, 

Baden, Clovelly and Priory Ave in their own zone - that is if the Park Ave N and Redston side of 

WERA object to a CPZ because they have less congestion.  We also  have school parking 

congestion   and at weekends there is parking pressure from Ally Pally events, although not 

during Covid.     Bikehangars and EVCPS should only be installed outside the houses that 

request these. 

Clovelly Rd If PPA, 

yes 

PPA  preferred but we support either.     We are close to Ally Pally  and the obvious 

displacement now they have introduced charges. 

Clovelly Rd No CPZ is not needed neither are any other schemes such as PPA I would prefer CPZ to PPA if 

you have already decided to introduce it which I think the Council has 

Clovelly Rd No We don't need CPZ in our area. Yes it can be difficult to park, but only sometimes. I've always 

found a space in neighbouring roads. 

Clovelly Rd No This is a poor time for consultation as parking is different during lockdown and it is difficult to 

assess the impact of ULEZ extension. For example, I haven't had a car for nearly 10 years prior 

to pandemic, but now have a car as otherwise, as an elderly single occupier with health issues, 

I could not visit my social bubble/get to appointments safely etc.   Some issues with dumping of 

second cars/camper vans etc from nearby CPZ's could be easily solved by ensuring all 

registered vehicles in those areas are paying CPZ charges.   But main parking issues occur at 

night - there are too many residents' cars, particularly on the shorter streets, so a CPZ would 

make the issue significantly worse, as marked bays and cessation of current neighbourly 

behaviours, such as parking across garages/dropped kerbs to help ease problems, would 

reduce parking spaces considerably - certainly more than are used by non-neighbourhood 

vehicles. It is possible that a PPA would be an option, but this has not been included in the 

consultation.   I have a particular issue with partial CPZ for some roads, as my home and 

garden front onto Clovelly Road but my formal address is Park Avenue North, despite my 

having no access to my property from Park Avenue North. So if Clovelly Road were in a CPZ 

but not Park Avenue North, I would not be able to get a permit or visitors permits to park outside 

my home, even when there was space, which would cause significant issues for me re normal 

living and home maintenance etc. 

Clovelly Rd No Our area does not have a parking problem. Having no restrictions allows everyone to come and 

use the local parks.  Please do not introduce cpz in Clovelly Road 

Clovelly Rd No CPZ will not improve the parking situation.  Parking more difficult in evening when more 

residents return home from work.   Not a good time to do a parking consultation during a 

pandemic 

Cross Lane Yes I am young but have major health issues and have recently moved here.  Cross Lane has signs 

saying it is not controlled but I repeatedly get fines and my blue badge is often stolen which is a 

financial problem as well cause of distress.   I applied for  a DB but was declined because I live 

on a private development an din a narrow road.  I would suggest having 2-wheels up on Cross 

Lane to maximise parking availability.  Granita Court residents would welcome resident parking 

to reduce crime (blue badge theft) and ease parking.   Please contact me for any further 

suggestions 

Cross Lane Yes  
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Cross Lane Yes Cross Lane is manically busy with cars double parked so often during the week that it's almost 

impossible to drive down. I am very concerned that if there was an emergency that a fire engine 

or ambulance would not be able to get down the road. I really think we need some parking 

restrictions down the road. 

Cross Lane Yes I can rarely park on Cross Lane and I'm afraid that my car would be broken into when left on 

another road.  Please make this area a CPZ as it will be very helpful. 

Cross Lane Yes  

Cross Lane Yes Cross Lane is so busy that it gets blocked at times.  This is dangerous for emergency services 

access. 

Cross Lane Yes The narrowing at the top of Cross Lane makes it dangerous for larger vehicles and ambulances 

to access the road.  Must have DYL to stop vehicles being blocked   This building is no parking, 

so ne reason for spaces to be provided outside it 

Cross Lane Yes We don’t need parking as our flat (Smithfield Yard) came with a parking space.  However it is 

difficult to drive down Cross Lane as there is parking both sides.   It would be good if you could 

think about more  and safer cycle routes too. 

Cross Lane No  

Cross Lane No It would be helpful if visitors could park in this road.  I live in a new build development and while 

I support not giving out permits to every flat, it would be good for out-of-town visitors to be able 

to park.  My road has restrictions from 0800-1830  currently  (Mon - Sat). 

Cross Lane No Always spaces to park.  As a resident in a new build,  I can't get a permit or afford a space in 

my building.   I need my car for work - it's not always possible to do everything on a bike or 

public transport. 

Cross Lane No Plans submitted for the redevelopment of Cross Lane.     Road is narrow and full access is 

needed to enter the underground car park.     Currently, vehicles have to mount the pavement to 

pass the parked cars, because road is so narrow.  There is a access risk for emergency 

services.  Cross Lane should really have DYL on both sides. 

Cross Lane Yes  

Cross Lane No  

Danvers Rd Yes Danvers is used by parents of children at Stonecroft Nursery for parking, and they then  use 

public transport to get to Turnpike Lane, Finsbury Park or Alexandra Palace stations.  A 10-12 

restriction would stop this 

Danvers Rd Yes  

Danvers Rd Yes Danvers Road has always been busy during the week (I am 13 years resident in this street); it is 

now becoming a nightmare to park during the day and once we are through lockdown/C19 we 

are finished. Issues with Danvers, over and above those generally applicable to the North 

Hornsey area generally, are: nursery drop off and parking (3 nurseries in the immediate area 

including Stonecroft) am and pm; commuter parking; businesses leaving LGV's in the street at 

night and weekends; on street car trading in 2020, including the longer term parking of post 

auction vehicles prior to sale; abandoned cars; events at the Moravian Church; other N8 CPZ 

overspill; displaced parking from the Palace grounds. All that is before the Palace starts to 

charge for event parking when we are doomed... (hence suggestion of the need for weekend 

restrictions).  A CPZ is now required to allow residents the possibility of parking near their 

homes. 

Danvers Rd Yes I'd welcome a CPZ.   There are many trade vans and other non-local left parked.  Also  some 

businesses use the roads to store secondhand cars for sale!    Some households have 2 - 3 

cars and use driveways as well as on street parking.   Many cannot park near their home.  

Please implement this.  Thank you 
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Danvers Rd Yes  

Danvers Rd Yes Please help!  Parking is impossible.       Dumped cars, cars from commercial garages, car 

traders and up to a dozen large vans and lorries parked at any time.  Some leave lorries 

overnight but drive in and park their cars and then drive the lorry out.  They return in the evening 

- leave the lorry, and then drive off in their cars. 

Danvers Rd Yes Furniture vans, builders vans, internet delivery vans are left parked for long periods.   

Congestion at top of Danvers Rd with nursery and childminder drop-off.  Also fly-tipping near 

Stonecroft Nursery 

Danvers Rd Yes Danvers is used  by car traders who buy/sell cars at auctions and leave them parked here for 

several days before they are collected.  There is also evidence of fraudulent use of residents' 

addresses for DVLA purposes.  It all reduces road spaces for  actual residents' cars.     Also 

staff and parents of 2 nurseries use the road for all day parking as well as drop-off and pick-up. 

Danvers Rd No  

Danvers Rd No Hornsey North is one of the last areas of freedom in London.    Please don't let the pen pushing 

CPZ bureaucrats and busybodies take this freedom away from us 

Danvers Rd No We don; t need CPZ but would welcome bike storage.      The only time we get too much traffic 

on Danvers, is on Sunday when church goers arrive, but it's only for a short time 

Danvers Rd No  

Danvers Rd No  

Danvers Rd No No problems parking here.  Don't need a CPZ 

Danvers Rd No Advantages of free parking outweigh any occasional inconvenience.  A CPZ would just create 

problems 

Danvers Rd No If you are looking for extra money, start by cutting your wages.  The council is starting to get 

really greedy.   No CPZ - unless you provide free permits 

Danvers Rd No I don't have any spare cash for parking .  I do have a DB but have to keep my blue badge out of 

the car because it's been stolen twice.  Also you have stopped repainting my DB, so everyone 

else parks there  in spite of the pole.  Where am I supposed to park ! 

Danvers Rd If PPA, 

yes 

Would accept PPA if offered as I would like PPA in Hornsey North 

Danvers Rd If PPA, 

yes 

PPA  preferred if controls are introduced so people can park across driveways and keep the 

spaces available 

Danvers Rd If PPA, 

yes 

I would consider a PPA but not a CPZ  as a CPZ would lose parking spaces 

Danvers Rd If PPA, 

yes 

If the area does agree to permits, then this should be PPA 

Danvers Rd If PPA, 

yes 

If we are forced to have something, is PPA possible? 

Eastfield Rd Yes I'd like to ask about access to the front of our house as parking is directly on our doorstep.  

Would you consider allocating these spaces in 9-12 Eastfield rd to specific households?  

Cheers  N.B. 

Eastfield Rd Yes Builders and commuters park here. Many workers drive in by car then swap their cars for the 

vans they have left overnight. This deprives residents of parking.  School staff and parents park 

here and many double-park because the road is wide.    Out of the 11 houses here, 8  drive ( 3 

work shifts) and often have to park elsewhere because of trade vans and other extraneous 

parking 
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Eastfield Rd Yes Hard to park because of cars left by non-locals (from Brook Rd, Boyton Cl, Campsbourne Rd, 

and Wat Tyler flats)  for long periods which take up our spaces. One person has 3 cars and a 

van left here.    Commuters and teachers at local school also park here. 

Etheldene Avenue No I am a resident on the corner of Etheldene Avenue and The Chine. There are regularly issues 

with commercial vehicles being parked for a number of weeks and not moved. If the Hornsey 

North restrictions are put in place then this will increase the pressure on parking in my area in 

which case we will require controls as Etheldene avenue is used as a cut through - cut through 

traffic is very fast and twice my child has narrowly missed being hit by a car as he crosses the 

road on the way back from school. Haringey has consistently ignored our request for assistance 

with this issue 

Etheldene Avenue No I am a resident of Etheldene Avenue. I am very concerned about proposals for a CPZ in this 

area because it will displace cars parking in that area and move them to Etheldene Avenue. 

Etheldene Avenue has already become a horrendous rat run for traffic and a nightmare for 

parking. These issues have been raised with the council on multiple occasions but have not 

been addressed. The road is already used for free parking for people working and using Park 

Road/Priory Road shops and people visiting Alexandra Palace. Parking on the road has 

become even worse during lockdown with the large numbers of people visiting Alexandra 

Palace. We are also concerned about impact on parking because of the planning permission 

granted to Hornsey Parish church to build flats (with limited onsite parking) around the corner. I 

would personally be favour of adding parking restrictions to Etheldene Avenue as well as the 

area currently being considered. But, I am not in favour of the planned CPZ without protection 

for adjoining roads, including Etheldene Avenue. 

Etheldene Avenue No  

Etheldene Avenue No CPZ in North Hornsey will create parking problems in Etheldene Avenue due to displacement. 

Etheldene is used as a rat run. The council have not dealt with this 

Farrer Rd Yes  

Farrer Rd Yes Parking is difficult on the road especially at the top end near the shops which is where we live. 

This is possibly as a result of shoppers and business owners but also commuters. There are 

also a lot of driveways which does reduce the amount of parking on the road as they take up 

more than one car space worth. As a result there is limited spaces left for residents without 

drives. I have two young kids and it is very difficult having to park at the other end of the street 

and get them both back to the house. Hopefully introducing a two hour permit time zone 

Monday - Friday will limit the amount of cars on this road. I do not feel a longer restriction would 

be beneficial and the weekends are definitely quieter. 

Farrer Rd Yes We strongly prefer short controls to get rid of long stay parking incl commuters and trade vans.   

We would also welcome a no entry at the Park Road end to stop the cut through of speeding 

cars 

Farrer Rd Yes  

Farrer Rd Yes A CPZ doesn’t allow parking in front of driveways - of which Farrer Rd has a lot.   This would 

seriously impact on our visitors  and that is why I would accept 2 hours only.   An even more 

important issue is the need for speed humps to stop speeding.  Farrer Rd is used as a rat run 

Farrer Rd Yes Farrer is used as a cut through form Priory Rd by speeding cars.  I'd like measures to stop this 

e.g a left turn only at the Park Rd end.  Please consider the traffic issues as well as parking 
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Farrer Rd Yes I do not have a bicycle, I used to have one but have no space, partly because the residents of 

the upstairs flat (they are very nice) have two bikes, one in the hall, and one chained up outside.  

It would be good for us to have a bike hangar, and it might mean that I got another bike as well.  

We get commuter parking which means we cannot park, but also there must be other parking 

because in the evening I cannot find parking spaces when I come home from supermarket 

shopping or going out.  Several years ago I was attacked in my car when in a car park at 7.00 

p.m. and I am still nervous, and the thought of having to drive round for a long time and then 

park in another road, sometimes the other side of Priory or Park Roads means that sometimes I 

just don't get out. 

Farrer Rd Yes Farrer Rd is used as a cut through between Park Rd and Priory Rd.  There is speeding as well 

as heavy traffic.   The exit form Farrer into Park Road should be a left turn only.  Alternatively 

there should be full width speed humps to stop the speeding. 

Farrer Rd Yes Parking became so bad I had to get a driveway at grat expense.  I would not have needed to do 

this if we had been given a CPZ.   It is particularly bad in Farrer Road because of shops, pubs, 

and take-aways - as well as commuter parking 

Farrer Rd Yes  

Farrer Rd Yes Farrer is used as a cut through form Priory to Park Rd.   Please  make Farrer a cul-de-sac with 

no exit to Park rd.  It will make the road much quieter and safer 

Farrer Rd Yes Resident parking has been getting worse - primarily because of commuters, shop customers 

and shop / business workers.   During the lockdowns, parking has been confined to residents 

and there have been no problems finding spaces. 

Farrer Rd Yes I'd prefer to close the exit to Park Road - to stop the speeding cars and the hold-ups to Park Rd.  

Currently  it's a rat run 

Farrer Rd Yes Hope it's introduced.  Parking is a nightmare and I have written many letters to the council 

asking for CPZ.  Thank you for consulting 

Farrer Rd Yes  

Farrer Rd Yes Support permit controls in Farrer Rd 

Farrer Rd Yes CPZ displacement,  commuters and visitors to Crouch End park here.  We often have to park up 

to 1/4 mile away which is totally unacceptable 

Farrer Rd No I don't think Haringey cares about what residents say, because the council needs money and 

this is another way of getting it.   We do have some displaced parking here because controls 

have been imposed in other roads 

Farrer Rd No Although it is sometimes difficult to park in the street I am concerned that, based on the 

experience of other streets in Crouch End, a CPZ would not help this and would in fact make 

things worse. It would also be inconvenient to residents, especially when having visitors or 

tradespeople, and costly. I understand that introducing CPZ would mean losing about 10 

parking spaces on the road due to the way the road markings are set out and also that people 

would lose the right to park in front of their own driveways. For multi car households this would 

mean that they will then need to park elsewhere on the street adding to the pressure for space. I 

would instead like to propose that a Permit Holders Only Parking Area (PPA) is introduced as I 

understand that this would meet our needs much better and is cheaper for the Council to 

implement Quality of life, and possible pressure on parking, would be greatly improved on 

Farrer Road if it was converted to a no through Road like some other roads between Park and 

Priory Road, as it is currently used as a cut through, creating traffic congestion, pollution and 

noise. 

Farrer Rd No  

Farrer Rd No  
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Farrer Rd No Always space on Farrer Rd.   Please stop repeated attempts to generate revenue from parking 

Farrer Rd No  

Farrer Rd No We don't want CPZ 

Farrer Rd No We don't want to have to pay for visitors to park in our quiet road  We are not near a station and 

don't require a CPZ, as it is stressful for those needing to put vouchers on cars at set times.  I'm 

very much against having a CPZ in Farrer Rd 

Farrer Rd If PPA, 

yes 

We don't want a CPZ but we would want a PPA scheme to maximise use of on-street space  

Our street suffers from speeding and it needs safety measures.      A separate issue is the  

lights at the junction of Alexandra Palace and Park Rd / Priory Rd are extremely confusing and 

dangerous  as cars frequently turn the wrong way 

Farrer Rd If PPA, 

yes 

PPA needed.       A CPZ would prevent parking across driveways, so we would only want a PPA 

- as used by Sutton Council.  It would control parking without limiting spaces.  It would also 

provide the same revenue for the council 

Farrer Rd If PPA, 

yes 

PPA controls would be good, but NOT a CPZ . A PPA would allow parking across driveways. It 

would also stop non-resident parking.  Would be good to stop Farrer Rd being used as a cut 

through  e.g left turn only on to Park rd.    Also good to have traffic calming 

Farrer Rd If PPA, 

yes 

PPA preferred.     Farrer Rd is used as a rat run and by commuters, Ally Pally visitors, shops 

and business - e.g. car repair in Farrer Mews.     With charges coming in for parking at Ally Pally 

in April, parking on-street here will become impossible.   A CPZ would significantly reduce on-

street parking capacity, so a PPA would be preferred even though it is not offered as an option.    

Rat running will only be stopped by a road closure at the Park Road end. 

Farrer Rd Yes More and more people are having driveways installed which makes parking increasingly difficult 

for those residents without them 

Farrer Rd Yes Parking is getting progressively worse.   Many houses have driveways and this adds to the 

problem.  Parking is ridiculous in this road. 

Farrer Rd No We don't need CPZ but desperately do need traffic calming on Farrer Rd, which is a rat run.  

Speeding on the wrong side of the road is common.  We have been campaigning for 21 years 

and all we ever hear is that there have been no recorded fatalities.  Disgraceful 

Farrer Rd No CPZ is not the issue, but safety is a BIG problem. Too many cars avoid the traffic lights and use 

Farrer Rd as a rat run between Priory and Park roads.   Many speed through.  We need this 

safety issue addressed.   I would be happy to have Farrer as a no through road and I'm sure 

many others would too. 

Farrer Rd No  

Farrer Rd No We have 2 cars - both used for work.  We have a driveway and I park inside and my partner 

usually parks across the driveway - to avoid obstructing neighbours' drives.  Some houses are 

flats  and those residents have cars.  A CPZ would not only reduce on-street parking space but 

prevent local business staff from parking.  They work in Priory Road shops and businesses - 

where would they park with a CPZ?  We don't want to lose our local shops 

Farrer Rd If PPA, 

yes 

PPA Only.    If this is not possible then NO controls wanted 

Gt Amwell Lane No  

Gt Amwell Lane No As a resident of the new river development, we are unable to apply for parking permits, whilst 

also simultaneously unable to park on our own road/have no access to car park spaces. 

Therefore, it is unacceptable to make every local road permit parking whilst not allowing 

residents of these developments to apply for permits. 
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Gt Amwell Lane No We do not need any more parking restrictions in Hornsey. I live on an unadopted road where 

there is no parking at all, but despite paying council tax, residents of my estate (New River 

Village) are not allowed to purchase permits from the council.  Some unrestricted roads are 

therefore vital.  If all roads become permitted and yet we aren’t allowed to buy permits,  they are 

effectively introducing a rule whereby anyone who lives in social housing not run by the council 

cannot own a car -  which is entirely unreasonable.  Many people of course rely on their car for 

their livelihoods and their family lives. So please - keep at least a few roads in the Hornsey ward 

with unrestricted parking. 

Gt Amwell Lane No  

Hawthorn Rd Yes Please install traffic calming measures to stop speeding vehicles 

Hawthorn Rd Yes  

Hawthorn Rd Yes Please trim the trees through the summer to tackle pavement obstruction 

Hawthorn Rd Yes  

Hawthorn Rd Yes  

Hawthorn Rd Yes  

Hawthorn Rd Yes You need to provide example costs for CPZ permits per vehicle type,.   This would help quash 

the rumours that permit prices are  so extortionate as to deter support for a CPZ 

Hawthorn Rd Yes Good to promote use of EVs.      There needs to be traffic calming in local roads as some 

drivers speed dangerously, and there are many children in these roads 

Hawthorn Rd Yes  

Hawthorn Rd Yes  

Hawthorn Rd Yes  

Hawthorn Rd No  

Hawthorn Rd No Not any big problems, but we do have some vans and campers left parked for long periods but 

it would be good to have this dealt with without the expense of a CPZ as that would cost 

everyone money.    I would love to have more EVCPs around the area. 

Hawthorn Rd No Road can be busy, but I can always find parking close to my house.  Having moved from a CPZ 

to this area; I think the street is better off without a CPZ.            EVCP: We are changing our car 

this year and would like an EV, but the lack of charging points on our street will prevent us doing 

so.    The number of EVCPS will not be enough to meet demand and it is unrealistic to expect 

people to park and charge their cars elsewhere.   EVCPs are need on every street to encourage 

uptake. 

Hawthorn Rd No Road is sometimes busy but can always find somewhere to park - reasonably close to home 

Hawthorn Rd No  

Hawthorn Rd No If the dumped and untaxed vehicles were removed, there would be no problem at all.  I don't 

think there is a need for a CPZ but if others want it, then it should just be 10-12 on  Monday-

Friday.   Any longer would clearly prove it is just a money-making scheme for the council.  I 

would be furious if there were any weekend restrictions or longer operating hours. 

Hawthorn Rd No I am  disabled elderly, and do NOT want CPZ on my road because of my health issues which 

mean my daughters need to be able to easily come to help me 

Hawthorn Rd No I don't think there is any need for parking controls 

Hawthorn Rd No There is less parking with people working from home but a CPZ is not needed 

Hawthorn Rd No Only problem currently is builders’ trucks and scaffolding.  They also block off parts of the road 

with barriers that blow over and cause accidents.    I am tired of Haringey council trying to force 

in CPZs.   the vast majority do not want a CPZ here! 
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Hawthorn Rd No You keep trying this on to make money because central government are constantly reducing the 

money given to councils.   I'm fed up with costs being passed down to everyday people 

Hawthorn Rd No  

Hawthorn Rd No  

Hawthorn Rd No  

Hawthorn Rd No  

Hawthorn Rd No Parking is only a problem after 6pm.  Would a CPZ help this?  If so, I would agree 

Hawthorn Rd Yes I like free parking but we're considering getting a bigger car as our family grows, so I do think 

we'd struggle to park 

Hawthorn Rd Yes Almost impossible to park. I need to use my car for work (incl late shifts) and when I come back 

in the evening, the road is full. 

Hawthorn Rd No You gave parking permission for Sainsbury's with NO parking for residents in the nearby flats.  

This is why there is a problem.  Also, Haringey council has £180m of debt in loans from private 

banks.  The interest on just £40m  is £65k a month ( FOI request).  The council doesn’t pay,, but 

residents do.  That's why you want more CPZs.  This is nothing to do with public service but  

everything to do with business!! 

Hawthorn Rd No  

Hawthorn Rd Yes Overnight restrictions would help parking 

Hawthorn Rd Yes Most cars that park on our street are from other areas.  We have vans, taxis, trucks and other 

commercial vehicles using our road as a free parking space.  We have been ticketed over the 

last 2 years because we couldn't park on our street.  This CPZ can't come soon enough 

Hawthorn Rd No  

High Street Yes  

High Street No Provide occupancy data and evidence of demand to back up your claim that residents have 

written in to claim parking pressure is more intense.      Overall, this consultation is welcome but 

I do want back-up data 

High Street No Hi Haringey council,   With regards to parking in this area, I don't find it hard for parking all of 

the time, and most of the time it is fine, especially during the day. I currently live in Bath House 

Court and with parking, i sometimes may have to park in a street a minute walk away, which 

isn't ideal, yet not too bad.   My issue with parking in the area, is that we currently have cars that 

haven't moved in months. For example, we have cars that are hanging together with duck tape, 

one with 3 wheels and a smashed window and one that has been clamped for about at least a 

fortnight. I think it may be better to track down the owners of these cars and get them to look at 

their situation with their vehicles. Some of these vehicles haven't moved in months, if not a year 

and these could free up parking spaces.   It has also came to light between the residents of 

Smithfield Square that we are unable to apply for any parking permits for CPZs in the area. 

Should there be a CPZ implemented, then this restriction for the residents of Smithfield Square. 

I spoke to my neighbour about parking and he told me he applied to get a permit for the 

development at the bottom of our street in Miles Road, Moselle Close and was unable to get 

one. This area constantly has free parking during the day and the night so maybe changing the 

restrictions to allow some people to park in there will help with parking in the whole area.   My 

final point, would be that with the current state of the world at the minute, is that it may be hard 

for some people to afford an extra 100/200 pound per year for parking. Some people may have 

lost jobs or are experiencing financial trouble.   Thanks 
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High Street No Residents of Smithfield Square are not allowed parking permits, and therefore would render us 

without a place to park. This would actually lead to detrimental outcomes regarding ability to get 

to workplaces etc. 

High Street Yes The challenge in North Hornsey is that we need more parking, not less. The High Street already 

has parking restrictions and the nearest roads are all CPZ, which I I have been told I cannot 

apply for because technically I'm just beyond the boundary of the CPZ. But the nearest non-

CPZ parking is a 10-minute walk away. Our challenge is that there is not enough free parking. 

Because my building is technically not in a CPZ area I cannot buy visitor parking tickets for 

visitors to park close by and there is not option for parking and paying. The lack of parking  is 

extremely challenging for people with disabilities who may not qualify for dedicated disabled 

parking or may not want it. Haringey should be working to be more inclusive, and removing 

barriers for people with differing abilities, not becoming less inclusive and creating more barriers 

with schemes like this. CPZ creates more problems than it solves and it would be nice to see 

funding not being spent on setting up parking but going towards supporting and maintaining 

green spaces such as Alexandra Park, supporting young people to not only survive but thrive to 

help reduce levels of violence in the area, and improve social care for people who need it. 

High Street No I believe that CPZ parking is not needed in this area of Hornsey and I have not witnessed any 

congestion on the roads. It would also be incredibly unfair to issue parking restrictions at such a 

difficult financial time for many people due to COVID-19. It would also lead to a lot of people 

having to move from the nearby new build apartments as many rely on the free parking - due to 

no allocated underground parking in their apartment block (and they will also not have the 

option of getting a parking permit which will lead to greater stress and mental anxiety in an 

already difficult time). 

High Street No  

High Street No I don't believe that further parking restrictions are needed in the area. Furthermore, there are a 

number of people who live in buildings, i.e. Smithfield Square that apparently do not qualify for 

parking permits. This is completely unfair given that we will then need to move out of the area or 

pay extortionate fees to rent monthly parking spaces 

Linzee Rd Yes Your information is inaccurate as it incorrectly shows Oak Ave and Ashford Ave in the wrong 

zone.    You say nothing about the arrival of the ULEZ in October 2021 which will impact on the 

desire of car owners to benefit form free parking for ineligible cars.  Residents in the west part of 

Hornsey North are less likely to want a CPZ because they have more off-street parking 

compared with residents in the east.   If you only have part in a CPZ, it will inevitably lead to 

displacement form east to west.     Car clubs and EVCPs should be installed in all roads.  Traffic 

calming benefits should also be highlighted 

Linzee Rd Yes Please have a PPA system instead of CPZ for Linzee and Warner estate area 

Linzee Rd Yes Impossible to park because non-residents leave cars here while they commute to central 

London.   Also lots of vans use the road as a free car park.  I  would be happy to have a CPZ 

Linzee Rd Yes  

Linzee Rd Yes Not sure what you mean exactly about visitor parking 

Linzee Rd Yes  

Linzee Rd Yes  

Linzee Rd Yes More parking issues in the East part of the zone, fewer difficulties in the West 
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Linzee Rd Yes We would like controlled parking, but please do NOT apply all day operational hours to the 

parking.  None of the other neighbouring zones - Hornsey South, Crouch End A etc have 

controlled parking all day.  We live at the end of a cul de sac - the end of Linzee Road.  Three 

cars can park at the end outside our house.  If you introduce controlled parking, please can you 

continue to allow three cars to park at this end (sometimes councils put a yellow line in the 

middle of the end of a cul de sac - we don't want this). 

Linzee Rd Yes I'm not sure if a CPZ will help but it should stop people leaving their cars for long periods 

Linzee Rd Yes Parking is intolerable.  Other roads are not near a CPZ and so do not have congestion but we 

do need it 

Linzee Rd Yes  

Linzee Rd Yes We think CPZ is necessary as it's extremely difficult to park during the week.  It is quieter at 

weekends, which indicates that we have commuters and work vehicles - including builders  etc. 

who are often not even working in this road!       I often have to park in other roads and have to 

carry my small children.   At night I have to walk quite far in the dark back to my house.  Multicar 

households are a problem.   Please introduce CPZ as it would immeasurably improve our day-

to-day lives as residents. 

Linzee Rd Yes CPZ now clearly needed given the change in working practices as a result of covid.  Very 

difficult to park during the day and I often have to park some way away from my house which is 

difficult with small children 

Linzee Rd Yes  

Linzee Rd Yes Parking is an absolute nightmare.  Please put in CPZ controls 

Linzee Rd Yes When trying to park after work, there is such a lack of space that I have to park in another road 

Linzee Rd Yes  

Linzee Rd Yes  

Linzee Rd No  

Linzee Rd No We have an electric car and would like to be able to park it outside our house and connect it to 

our home electricity supply for overnight charging.  An EVCP outside our house would be fine 

BUT, we don't want a council-owned charging point because the cost is too high compared to 

our domestic supply. 

Linzee Rd No I can't imagine why anyone in this road would want a CPZ.  Definitely not needed 

Linzee Rd No  

Linzee Rd No No problems parking for us or our visitors.     Cars have become larger over time but residents 

here cooperate by parking sensibly.  A CPZ would cause huge division, distress and 

disenfranchisement and would destroy the sense of community here.  Some vocal residents 

near the Priory Road end  have been promoting a CPZ but many of these have multiple 

vehicles - many oversized.  A CPZ would also reduce the number of parking spaces. 

Linzee Rd No  

Linzee Rd No Any parking issues result of multicar households.  I would support one car per household 

Linzee Rd No  

Linzee Rd No Parking can be difficult but, for various reasons, we are strongly opposed to a CPZ as we 

believe they bring new problems 

Linzee Rd No No problem parking in daytime - except when there are multiple builders' vans working on site.   

Parking is difficult AFTER 7pm so a CPZ would be useless.    There are too many multicar 

households - often with oversized cars.     Informal surveys by residents suggest that available 

no of parking spaces  almost exactly matches the number of vehicles belonging to residents 

Linzee Rd No  
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Linzee Rd No If a CPZ was imposed, there should be much higher charges for multicar owners and oversized 

cars.      The issue of pavement parking needs to be fully explained. 

Linzee Rd No Problems caused by greedy residents with multicars and oversized cars which take up too 

much space - also  residents in flats.  there are too many residents with a sense of entitlement 

which makes it difficult for others 

Linzee Rd No Only parking difficulty is at night, so CPZ would not help.   A bikehangar would be great as there 

is cycle theft on our street.   We've had 3 stolen during the lockdown 

Linzee Rd If PPA, 

yes 

I would prefer a PPA - permits without bays.   The WERA estate is ideal for this.  I woudl also 

welcome an EVCP with a fast charger, on Linzee Rd. 

Linzee Rd If PPA, 

yes 

PPA preferred if possible.   Either way we need controls  even if other roads don't.   Parking 

problems appear to be mostly in the east part of the 'WERA area' 

Linzee Rd If PPA, 

yes 

In future I suggest you include a question which asks if people have a driveway (off street 

parking).  Many residents on other roads such as Park Ave N do have this and so demand for a 

CPZ is lower.   Since Rectory Gdns became a CPZ, parking has got worse on Linzee Rd - 

exacerbated by additional DBs.     I hope that this time, Linzee Road will vote in favour of a 

CPZ.   Only one household has a driveway, so the parking problem is acute. 

Linzee Rd No  

Linzee Rd Yes I have selected Mon-Fri 2 hours operation from 4pm-6pm to discourage commuters, work 

vehicles not connected to the residents but also to allow childcare and other carers as well as 

builders/contractors on residents properties to park for a day's work without penalty. 

Linzee Rd Yes While parking by non-residents can be problem on Linzee Road, instead of a CPZ, I would 

prefer a PPA for the WERA area which would be cheaper to operate, have less street furniture 

and would maintain as much space for on street parking as possible - for example still allowing 

people to park across their own driveways. I would need to see a proper audit of the way a CPZ 

would not reduce the availability of existing on-street parking with excessive double or single 

yellow lines (especially around drop kerbs and junctions) and poorly thought out bays. 

Currently, people from other CPZ areas leave their 2nd cars here, commuters and business 

owners for Crouch End park here for free. So a justification for timing with regards other 

adjacent CPZ zones needs to be made. In addition, work vans with no connection to the road 

are regularly left here overnight and swapped with the workers personal vehicle in the day, or 

simply left for long periods of time. And every year I report several stolen, broken and dumped 

cars which are left on Linzee Road. 

Linzee Rd Yes The problem is overnight parking so maybe a 2-hour slot in the day could help stop this 

Linzee Rd No We are rarely bothered by parking issues and can usually find a space on our road - if there is a 

problem, it tends to be after 6.30pm so we don't see how a CPZ would help? We would simply 

be paying for our permits & visitor permits, plus all the hassle that goes with that, and still have 

a problem parking in the evenings when everyone gets home from work. The CPZ would also 

mean losing lots of parking spaces that we currently have, creating even more of an issue in the 

evenings. There has been discussion of the possibility of a PPA instead of CPZ which we would 

be more interested in considering. The main problem is probably multicar households..... 

Linzee Rd No CPZ would not help at night which is the only time parking can be difficult.  Overspill from 

existing small CPZ occurs because (presumably) people there want to avoid buying permits so 

spaces there are empty.    CPZs also make it difficult for friends and family visits - and for 

tradesmen.   I have problems visiting my son for this reason. He has no car and has mental 

health issues so cannot organise permits.   Machines only allow one hour parking.   No way 

would I want a CPZ 

Linzee Rd No Parking locally is not a problem and we don't need a CPZ or any other controls 
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Linzee Rd No Several questions on the form are phrased in an unhelpful - if not deceitful way  e.g. q6 q8 q9 

and q11 

Linzee Rd No CPZ campaign is hugely divisive and goes against community spirit and well-being and causes 

disenfranchisement because it will not result in a solution that is fair for everyone.  CPZ is 

PRIVATISATION of the public realm by the council, who stand to gain financially from it.  There 

is a busy section of our street close to Priory Road which is part and parcel of a busy, local high 

street.  However most of the street always has spare parking places.  I have lived here for 20+ 

years and at most I have had to park to on the next street.   CPZ is being aggressively 

promoted by a few individuals who want to park outside their houses as if it's a street with 

private drives, which it isn't.   There are more cars and larger cars - jeeps and bigger, and 

several households have both a jeep and an estate car, which simply cannot all fit on our street. 

With or without CPZ.  We have surveyed and counted free spaces every day during day and 

evening for months. No survey will prove the need because the fact is too many large cars and 

multiple households.   For years we have been considerate neighbours and moved up or down 

a bit to squeeze in parking for everyone. Now, a few campaigners are intent upon CPZ and the 

council stands to gain financially from it.  There will be no benefit to us, only cost and less 

parking spaces and having to pay for visitors passes who cannot park nearby.   CPZ has 

nothing to do with green transport - the questions about cycle stores and electric charging 

points are a sop - your consultation is just about the financial benefit that would be gained by 

the council. 

Linzee Rd No  

Linzee Rd No CPZ wouldn’t help because only problem is at night.  All spaces are occupied by residents and 

there's no indication that non-resident vehicles park here.  A CPZ would not fix this but would 

actually reduce spaces.  I'm in favour of leaving things as they are 

Linzee Rd No Please stop trying to bring this in every year 

Miles Rd Yes  

Miles Rd Yes To hep air quality, suggest making Campsbourne and Myddleton roads one way to smooth 

traffic flow on and off the high street.    Driving form Rectory Gdns to Turnpike Lane, there is a 

zebra crossing near the bottom of Church Lane  as well as traffic lights, and a narrow stretch of 

road between Tesco and Ladbrokes where deliveries  are often taking place.  There are then 2 

more set so traffic lights which causes obstruction with traffic trying to enter and leave 

Campsbourne Road.  Campsbourne is too narrow for passing traffic, so te obstruction is made 

worse with long delays to traffic on the main road.  If Campsbourne and Myddleton (currently 

barred off) could be made one way, this would  greatly improve traffic flow in and out of the 

residential streets between the main road and Alexandra Park - as well as on the high street 

itself 

Miles Rd Yes My road is almost all estate parking, but there are a few bays which I think are still Miles Rd but 

outside the estate. My answers apply to that part as  I think the estate wouldn't come under 

CPZ regulations. There is big pressure in all the local streets from the Smithfield Square 

development and Park visitors. Parking on the estate is easier as many don't have cars, but we 

need parking for trades and visitors. It would be useful to have some free CarClub spaces, on 

the estate and elsewhere, especially if there is a CPZ. 

Miles Rd Yes  

Miles Rd Yes Miles Road is estate parkign and it works fine.    Our main issue is drug dealers parking here to 

sell drugs. 

Miles Rd No  

Miles Rd No If a CPZ is imposed, my family won't be able to visit me  (after covid) 
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Miles Rd No  

Miles Rd No Parking is not a problem 

Miles Rd No  

Miles Rd No No need for CPZ 

Miles Rd No No need for CPZ 

Miles Rd No  

Miles Rd No  

Miles Rd No We can't get visitor permits according to our lease.  Therefore a CPZ would prevent us having 

visitors 

Miles Rd No  

Miles Rd No Most parking here is used by residents and their visitors, so it would be negative to impose a 

CPZ - especially with the current pandemic.   In fact a CPZ now would be irresponsible as now 

is not a time to be encouraging use of public transport.   Looking ahead, you need to roll out 

EVCPS to encourage take up of electric cars 

Miles Rd No Any restrictions will limit and prohibit my family and friends from visiting the area, some whom 

have young children and babies and also elderly. 

Miles Rd No Fairly shallow money-grabbing opportunity during the pandemic. Nearby Sainsbury’s means 

non-resident parking is already not a problem. This would not help, just punish residents and 

their visitors with a fee and screw over tax paying residents who supposedly aren’t eligible to 

apply for a permit? 

Miles Rd No  

Miles Rd No  
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Moselle Close Yes There are several points I wish to make. Firstly, your proposal is not at all clear about what 

happens to existing Estate parking-controlled areas, implying that some H for H residents will 

not have parking restrictions on their estate roads.  We currently do have restriction on our 

estate road (Moselle Close) and the removal of this would be disastrous for residents and make 

our road a free car park for everybody else.  Your surely cannot mean this?  Our current 

restrictions are necessary because of the successive new developments adjacent to this small 

road. Many of the new residents of these new development (even if, in theory , there are 'car 

free') now park in this street.  Related to this point, the outdated legal distinction between the 

public Highway and Estates results in a two tier system - with, inevitably, a lower standard of 

service for Estates roads' residents.  For example, we are entitled to fewer visitors' permits, it is 

almost impossible to get traders' permits or suspend bays for builders, until recently there was 

no online service for renewing permits and so on. I don't mind whether the parking controls are 

termed 'CPZ' or 'Estates' but the quality of restriction enforcement and resident service should 

be equal.  I do not want to see the removal of parking restrictions on Moselle Close, whether or 

not you choose to re-label this as CPZ or not.  There is - as you already recognize - a rapidly 

growing problem with parking in this area, in part due to your introduction of CPZs elsewhere 

but, ultimately of course, due to the huge increase in residential dwellings permitted in the area.  

Whatever may be said to new residents in these developments about being car free and/or 

using underground car parks, many do not.    On another, related, matter could the Council 

please look into the possibility of introducing give way lines and signs at the junction of Moselle 

Close and Miles Road. With the increased traffic levels and, particularly with far more cyclists, 

this unmarked junction has become a potential hazard.  the give way signs could be on either 

road but would provide a helpful signal to cyclists to check before moving on.  Similarly, signs 

for pedestrians and cyclists should be placed at the northern end of the walkway  that runs from 

Sainsburys and meets Moselle Close.  I lose track of the amount of times I have used an 

emergency stop as pedestrians and cyclists walk off the walkway straight on to the road without 

even noticing, it seems, they have entered a road.  Their view of the length of the road is 

blocked to their west if walking/cycling northwards. Very few people check and cyclists, 

particularly, can be travelling fast.  I imagine it is only a question of time before a car/cyclist 

collision occurs.  Signs would help. 

Moselle Close No We are estate parking permit holders and want it to stay as it is.  What you should do is check 

out abuse of DBs.  People park in them without permits.  There are a lot of false blue badges 

about 

Moselle Close No Parking is OK and no change needed.   The roads and footways are in a bad state  and need 

major repairs.    You need to remove the loading bay which is right on the junction of 

Campsbourne Rd and the High Street, as it causes great congestion. Thank you 

Moselle Close No In this area whether estate or CPZ parkign is variable.   Cars often park on DYL - especially at 

corners which makes driving difficult.   I rarely see a CEO  and Wing seems to make up its own 

rules e.g ticketing people even though they have visitor permits and ignoring cars with no 

permits.   I'm happy to keep the current system but just want it monitored properly 

Moselle Close No Moselle Close is in a restricted area - so keep it as it is.   New developments have underground 

parking, and these are largely unused and empty.   New developments have plenty of free 

parking.     We don't want gangsters and drug dealers in our road 

Myddleton Rd Yes  

Myddleton Rd Yes  

Myddleton Rd Yes Ongoing construction of residential housing development has increased the pressure on parking 

availability. There is considerable overspill of cars from nearby CPZ's and commuters. 
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Myddleton Rd Yes It's very difficult to find parking here in Myddleton Rd 

Myddleton Rd Yes Non local residents park here because of displacement from existing CPZ.  Many leave their 

cars here for days, and when I go out they come in and park and I can't find a space 

Myddleton Rd Yes I moved into this estate several years ago and have paid over £1k for PCNs.  With a CPZ I will 

have a permit to display and it will stop non-residents  taking up available spaces. 

Myddleton Rd Yes We struggle to find parking space and often have to park away from our house.  My wife cannot 

walk far and has a blue badge which we are currently renewing.   We would be grateful to have 

a DDB.  Thank you for your help. 

Myddleton Rd Yes A CPZ would be very useful to keep parking for residents.  Because cars will soon all be 

electric, we need an EVCP nearby. 

Myddleton Rd Yes High density housing development has generated considerable parking problems as new 

building continues 

Myddleton Rd Yes Tenants who request permits should be able to get resident permits as this will stop illegal 

parking 

Myddleton Rd No Residents are having problems accessing the parking garage as doors are locked. 

Myddleton Rd No  

Myddleton Rd Yes I use my electric taxi for work and it's extremely difficult to find parking space when I finish my 

shift - no matter when I finish.    Too many flats have been built without adequate parking 

provision.  Some have spaces under the building but many park on the road.    Some people 

leave cars parked for weeks.  Some High street businesses use up to 8 parking spaces - all the 

time.   You should come here and see it 

Myddleton Rd No  

New River Ave No  

New River Ave No  

New River Ave No Hornsey has a limited amount of spaces for parking on its High Street, with very few local 

parking areas for both shoppers and residents. Given the restriction on those living in flats (i.e. 

Smithfield, NRV, Altitude, Clarendon N8) on getting a parking permit, it is essential there is 

nearby available and free parking. It is likely any concerns raised are disproportionate to a 

'normal' life, as less people are travelling and there are more cars in the area - which will 

change within the near future. 

New River Ave No  

New River Ave No  

New River Ave No We need access to parking left as it is. Stop trying to ban car use by local people. 

New River Ave No  

Newland Rd Yes  

Newland Rd Yes  

Newland Rd Yes  

Newland Rd Yes I live in Koblenz House, Newland Rd.  There is no space for us in Koblenz House car park 

Newland Rd Yes A problem with vans and HGVs parking opposite each other.  This restricts access for 

emergency vehicles and the bin lorries.  Speeding is also an issue 

Newland Rd Yes  

Newland Rd Yes Many cars left here for months.  Also, Ally Pally visitors park here 

Newland Rd Yes  
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Newland Rd Yes CPZs are needed so that parking becomes something that people pay for, rather than a right.  I 

work in car sharing and we know that this helps take cars off the road.      Pricing is one way of 

reducing car use but there should also be other incentives to ditch cars.  Lockdowns have 

resulted in cars not being used for months. 

Newland Rd Yes  

Newland Rd No  

Newland Rd No We've had estate parking for many years and this works well.   If surrounding roads are given a 

CPZ, we will need something    Our estate parking is free for residents so we do not want  the 

additional costs - especially during the pandemic 

Newland Rd No The estate entry road bends like a 'wiggly worm' just before it reaches the estate and a planting 

has been placed in the middle of the road which serves only as an obstruction and increases 

the need or cars to mount the pavement to get round it.   I would like to request that this be 

removed and, if necessary, replaced by humps.   Also parking should not be allowed on the 

'wiggly worm' because part of the road is too narrow and is risky for cyclists and pedestrians. 

Newland Rd No  

Newland Rd No It would be hard to find parking for my visitors  if there was a CPZ on other roads.  Where I live, 

there are already restrictions to visitor parking 

Newland Rd No  

Newland Rd No  

Newland Rd No  Haringey council is responsible for the loss of 80 parking spaces on Boyton Rd with the 

Campsbourne development currently under consultation   You are as much part of the problem 

as the so-called solution.  I don't want CPZ controls as it means we have to pay to park on our 

own road.  I do think that designated spaces for short term visitors would be helpful - especially 

for carers and health visitors helping the elderly and others in need. 

Newland Rd Yes Too many abandoned vehicles and big vans left parked here 

Newland Rd Yes I struggle to find a parking space on my return from work every day, even the weekends are a 

nightmare.  There are a lot of cars parked around here that never seem to move.  Over the 

years the council has taken away parking from around the area in Newland Road, many years 

ago there was a raised hump installed at the entrance to the Alexandra Playing fields by the 

nursery, no idea what the rational around this was, as a result we probably lost approx. 16 

parking spaces!! the car park further down was taken away and turned into allotments!  With all 

the parking that has been taken away, and more flats being built in the area, no wonder we all 

find ourselves in a situation where we can’t find parking, and now there is the possibility that we 

will have to pay for the privilege to park at our home address.  Although I am in favour of this (I 

say through gritted teeth) if the council goes ahead with the parking restrictions, then there has 

to be someone patrolling on a regular basis to catch the offenders who do not have a parking 

permit, the number of permits will also need to be restricted to households. 

Newland Rd No Instead of introducing the CPZ, could you please convert the barely used Campsbourne 

allotments back to the car park. It was a car park 8 years ago, then Haringey decided to convert 

it to allotments that are barely used. Convert them back to the car park - we'll have additional 

parking spaces.   No CPZ, please! 

Newland Rd No There's always spaces in my road so I don't see the need for restrictions. I also think putting 

restrictions in place would stop people being able to park when they want to use the park (Ally 

Pally). Given everything that's happened in the last year, people should be encouraged to utilise 

out green spaces even more. It just seems wholly unnecessary to implement these changes 

when the roads always have enough spaces for the amount of cars. 

Newland Rd No I am not having difficulties finding parking spaces. 
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Newland Rd No We do not need parking Controls they won’t make a difference.  At the moment no one is 

commuting and there are still not enough parking spaces in the general area because of 

multiple homes and flats.   Rectory Gardens have very long hours that nowhere else has( this 

side of Turnpike Lane/Wood Green) and most of the time lots of parking is unused (maybe half 

of it is used during hours). Many homes on this road are council tenants and wish to avoid this 

so should look to free up parking on this road particularly as it approaches Nightingale Lane.   

On the whole there needs to be limited Controls and consider that there are multimillion pound 

homes along Priory road who would vote this in but there is also many council homes and 

people living in poverty (we see this at local food banks ). Introducing this right now will make 

things more difficult with ongoing expense to park cars needed for work. Please consider the 

amount of people struggling right now. This shouldn’t be a blanket approach because wealthier 

homes vote it in. We have a large Turkish and Kurdish community in Campsbourne estate. I 

would like to know if they were engaged in consultation or given information in their language.   

We also do not want CPZ all day because many people enjoy bringing dogs or coming to walk 

to Newland field and there are still lots of parking.   Campsbourne school on Nightingale Lane  

has children who are driven to school because they have moved further away due to transient 

nature of rents/council homes but still come to school by car. If CPZ was enforced all day in 

whole area the parents would be under pressure to drop kids off from road and not park for fear 

of tickets - this is totally dangerous situation with kids running into the road.   Haringey Council 

need to realise that people are also using cars because of Covid to avoid public transport and 

maybe give a little bit more time and consideration to why there are more cars parked. 

Nightingale Lane Yes I feel a CPZ in Hornsey North is now required due to the increase in commuter parking, pushed 

here by the introduction of other CPZ schemes, the removal of on-road parking at Alexandra 

Palace and the unpoliced number of abandoned vehicles. I would object to permits being 

allocated to staff at Campsbourne School on Nightingale Lane. I would also support the 

introduction of appropriate speed calming measures as there are currently no controls in place. 

Nightingale Lane Yes I feel a CPZ in Hornsey North is now required due to the increase in commuter parking, pushed 

here by the removal of on-road parking at Alexandra Palace and the unnecessary introduction 

of pavement widening. The on road parking in Alexandra Palace was removed without 

consultation and should be reinstated. There is nowhere for early morning park users, dog 

walkers etc. to park at the Palace and this is displacing traffic to the surrounding residential 

areas. The pavement widening outside Campsbourne School is unnecessary and should be 

removed – at the very least at outside school opening times. The council needs to guarantee, 

that if a CPZ is introduced, that public sector parking permits will not be issued to Campsbourne 

School staff. I would also support the introduction of appropriate speed calming measures as 

there are currently no controls in place and dangerous speeding is commonplace in this 

residential area. 
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Nightingale Lane Yes Please consider splitting long roads like Nightingale Lane for the purpose of determining 

whether a CPZ is preferred by residents.   In the particular case of Nightingale Lane, it is a long 

road where one end is near shops, bus stops and is the first road with free parking near 

Hornsey train station. At this end of the road parking and traffic is a nightmare, whereas the end 

near the Alexandra Palace Park is generally fine. The demand for a CPZ will naturally wane for 

residents living nearer the park, but the need for a CPZ is very real for residents nearer Priory 

Road.  Also, as the Nightingale Lane footpath parking ends at the junction with Rectory 

Gardens the road then narrows suddenly with the result that cars rev up and speed through this 

section of the road. This is not only dangerous but disturbing for anyone living on this stretch of 

road. We have cars tearing up and down this section of road, and regular screaming matches 

between drivers who have gotten stuck in the middle.  A CPZ would probably help as there 

would be fewer cars parked and therefore vehicles would have a chance of passing one 

another, but extending the footpath parking would also help a great deal (and there is plenty of 

space for it, the footpath is as wide if not wider here than further back towards Priory Road 

where there is already on footpath parking). 

Nightingale Lane Yes There is apparently a school plan (Campsbourne) to restrict parking on Nightingale Lane but 

none of the residents of NL have been consulted or even informed  The market on a Sunday 

causes terrible congestion not especially the vans but cars 

Nightingale Lane Yes It would be useful to learn more about the school parking systems that are being put in. These 

should be run by the parking dept. and information provided as part of this survey 

Nightingale Lane Yes  

Nightingale Lane Yes Rectory road restrictions have made parking on Nightingale impossible! 

Nightingale Lane Yes An immediate concern is the failure to repaint lines at the southern end of Nightingale after 

recent resurfacing.  This has caused bottlenecks.     The new Rectory Gardens CPZ has  

caused displacement.   Spaces at the Priory end of Nightingale should be kept for free use by 

local businesses 

Nightingale Lane Yes It's increasingly difficult to park here.  I particularly worry now schools return and parents park 

on the road 

Nightingale Lane Yes Not sure why the area is choked with parked cars and I'm not sure how effective a CPZ would 

be.   There is a need to improve cycling infrastructure  and I suggest that EVCPs  should be 

placed in spaces used by cars rather than in space used by pedestrians 

Nightingale Lane Yes Underground parking beneath the old Nightingale pub (now a new development) isn’t used.  

This seems such a wasted facility - especially in such a high density development area 

Nightingale Lane Yes  

Nightingale Lane Yes  

Nightingale Lane Yes Vehicles are often dumped here - for months.  Councils should remove these.    Lorries and 

HGVs often struggle to drive between Newland Rd and Nightingale. Should consider extending 

DYL to help this 

Nightingale Lane Yes The old Nightingale pub has been converted to flats.  We were told this would not affect our 

parking because there was an underground car park.   However that underground car park is 

empty because the new flats residents can park freely on our road, rather than pay for a bay in 

their reserved car park.  I suggest you make the underground car park free for public use. 

Nightingale Lane Yes The old Nightingale pub has been converted to flats.  You said this would not affect our parking 

because there was an underground car park.   However the underground  park is empty 

because it has charges which  the new flats residents avoid by parking freely on the road, You 

could help by making the u/g car park free. 
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Nightingale Lane Yes Lots of trade vehicles left parked /stored here long term.  We need a one way system on 

Nightingale Lane because it is narrow and difficult to cycle with two-way traffic.  Also cars often 

drive too fast, so additional controls may help 

Nightingale Lane Yes I'm concerned that a CPZ would make it difficult for the teachers to find parking space.    You 

should also link these consultations to the School Streets schemes which are also being 

consulted on, as any parkign restrictions should tie in with school streets. 

Nightingale Lane Yes  

Nightingale Lane Yes Hi! We often struggle to get a place on Nightingale lane and need to park round the corner on 

beechwood road or brook road. This isn’t too much of a problem but is annoying when there are 

many empty spaces in rectory gardens, which are often closer than the spaces we find. Rectory 

gardens often has many empty spaces in the week but is much busier at the weekend - I reckon 

that some residents there might not have a permit and park on nightingale lane in the week, 

putting pressure on places. It would therefore be best if the whole area was CPZ, or not at all! 

Frustratingly, we also recently could only find a really exposed parking space on Brook road, 

and consequently someone smashed into the side of our car, which was annoying. This would 

of been avoided if there was less pressure on parking. Thank you! ( p.s. can you please 

resurface the road while you are doing the CPZ marking, it is very rough at the moment...!) 

Nightingale Lane Yes It would be useful to have more paid for parking on the roads if we do have a CPZ, so that 

visitors do not need to have a visitor permit, but can also pay on the day. 

Nightingale Lane Yes  

Nightingale Lane Yes We currently have an older petrol car but if we change it in the future, we would want an electric 

car.  We have a wide pavement outside our and neighbouring houses - often used for pavement 

parking.  An EVCP would be useful in the future.    Our part of Nightingale Lane is affected by 

overspill form Rectory Gardens so we feel that the part of Nightingale form Priory Road to 

Rectory Gdns should  be added in to Rectory Gardens CPZ even if other Hornsey North roads 

vote against controls. 

Nightingale Lane Yes Nightingale Lane is a very busy and dangerous road  because cars use it as a rat run to get to 

the estates at the back.  Drivers ignore the 20mp.  There is also a school on this road.   Please 

think about installing speed humps and perhaps a one way system.   Also there are no bike 

hubs here. 

Nightingale Lane Yes Parking really is a night mare on Nightingale and will only get worse if surrounding roads get  

CPZ.  Please consider this - it is so important to the residents 

Nightingale Lane Yes Impossible to park here but Rectory Gdns, which is now in a CPZ, is almost empty at all times.  

We very much need CPZ controls in Nightingale 

Nightingale Lane Yes  

Nightingale Lane Yes  

Nightingale Lane Yes Many vehicles are left parked here for months -unmoved.   What would be the costs for having 

visitors etc with a CPZ?   How many would be provided?    Permit costs are important esp to 

those who are elderly, disabled.  If relatives and carers are put off visiting, this will mean more 

isolation for those in need. 

Nightingale Lane Yes  

Nightingale Lane Yes Overcrowded parking from non-residents is putting huge strain on available spaces and 

damage to vehicles as people are trying to park in smaller spaces to accommodate lack of 

available space.   Rectory gardens moving to CPZ has caused huge overcrowding on 

Nightingale Lane and Beechwood rd 
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Nightingale Lane Yes The area is plagued with high traffic and people using our street and neighbouring streets to 

access Ally Pally park, local schools and Hornsey High St. It is a residential area yet we have a 

high volume of traffic affecting air quality, and noise. There are no traffic calming measures on 

the street but on every other street off Priory Road. The problem has got worse since Ally Pally 

park started charging parking and visitors are abusing the local area by parking here.  Why 

should dog walkers be encouraged to drive to a park to enjoy clean air when it pollutes our air? 

Nightingale Lane Yes  

Nightingale Lane Yes My house is on the corner with Rectory Gdns and I'd be happy to pay for a parking permit 

Nightingale Lane Yes Parking is next to impossible on the southern half of Nightingale Lane - largely because of 

Rectory Gardens and the persistent use of the  road by commercial vehicles and car sales 

companies who leave cars parked long term.  Nightingale Lane is now the most congested road 

in the North Hornsey area 

Nightingale Lane Yes  

Nightingale Lane Yes  

Nightingale Lane Yes  We love the area but parking has become such a problem that it's making us look elsewhere.  

The stress is worse having small children .  Please give this priority 

Nightingale Lane Yes I'd be grateful for a CPZ because of the overspill form rectory Gdns CPZ and visitors.  

Impossible to park here on weekdays 

Nightingale Lane Yes  

Nightingale Lane Yes  

Nightingale Lane Yes  

Nightingale Lane Yes  

Nightingale Lane Yes  

Nightingale Lane Yes  

Nightingale Lane Yes Given the narrow roads, it would be useful to have one-way system northbound on Nightingale 

going towards Rectory Gardens.  Thank you for your work and help 

Nightingale Lane No  

Nightingale Lane No Nightingale Lane does not need CPZ controls or any other sort of parking restrictions 

Nightingale Lane No  

Nightingale Lane No Main problem here is adults and teenagers cycling on the pavements.     Removal of recent 

nearby parking restrictions would improve traffic flow here 

Nightingale Lane No Don't want the cost and inconvenience of a CPZ 

Nightingale Lane No No need for CPZ in this residential area.  Plenty of room to park at all times 

Nightingale Lane No If you removed CPZ in Rectory Gdns it would reduce pressure on Nightingale Lane. Suggested 

operating hours of 8am - 6.30 pm would be ridiculous.  CPZ is not needed in these residential 

roads --there is no Tube,  and uncontrolled parking is needed to support  shops and Alexandra 

Park - especially at the present time. 

Nightingale Lane No  

Nightingale Lane No Overspill from surrounding CPZs affect N'gale Lane but I  think those CPZs should be removed 

Nightingale Lane No Parking has been reduced because of Covid impact but this will NOT be permanent.    

Furthermore  a CPZ will not increase parking availability  but it will increase costs at a time 

when so many people are facing financial hardship 

Nightingale Lane No We shouldn't be punished financially for owning a car 

Nightingale Lane No Stop wasting time and money on these consultations - it's clearly a money-making scheme.  

Parking here has been affected by Rectory Gdns, because of its long operating hours.  

Reducing these would remove the problem 
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Nightingale Lane No Most cars here are residents'  where the terraced housing means there are more cars than 

available road space.  So I'm not sure how a permit would help this.  I can always find space 

locally 

Nightingale Lane No  

North View Rd Yes  

North View Rd Yes 6 vehicles left here unmoved by a non-local cause problems and are an eyesore.    There are 2 

unused disabled bays next to each other  in North View Rd.   There should be more 

bikehangars  and there should be short stay parking on the road next to Ally Pally  for dog 

walkers to use. 

North View Rd Yes Non-locals as well as businesses dump vehicles here.  Paid parking at Ally Pally has resulted in 

more vehicles.  A short hours CPZ would hopefully resolve the long stay parkign and dumped 

vehicles.  Are you aware that websites advertise free parking on our streets? 

North View Rd Yes  

North View Rd Yes We are aware that Alexandra Palace car parking charges may also cause people to park in the 

local roads during events.  The CPZ, if introduced, should help to eliminate some of this parking 

by being timed later in the day. 

North View Rd Yes Parking is mainly an issue in the evenings - after 7pm 

North View Rd Yes I don't think a CPZ is needed but after talking with neighbours, it seems that a 2-hour CPZ 

would work.    The only time we get non-residents parking here is for some big events at the 

park. 

North View Rd Yes  

North View Rd Yes Moe bikehangars are needed.  I live on the first floor and have to carry my bike upstairs.  Those 

with multicars should pay more for the extra cars.   Parking here is harder after 6pm.   Now that 

people have to pay to park at Ally Pally, parking may become a bigger issue on local roads 

North View Rd Yes There are generally too many cars because of multi car households and because of 

maisonettes which only have 1 parking space per house width.    Also there is someone who 

parks beat-up vans, trailers and pick-up trucks in the surrounding roads.  A CPZ would stop 

them doing this 

North View Rd Yes Many only use their cars infrequently.   A CPZ will encourage people to get rid of unnecessary 

cars and free up space.  Thank you for consulting us 

North View Rd Yes  

North View Rd Yes Lots of non local vehicles often left parked for weeks / months.   A car has been left outside our 

house for months - it was untaxed but was taxed after being reported to the DVLA, although it 

has a flat tyre.    This sort of dumping blights the neighbourhood  as does the large vans and 

lorries - as well as industrial pick-up trucks up and down North View Rd 

North View Rd Yes  

North View Rd Yes  

North View Rd Yes  

North View Rd Yes Rat running is a major problem 

North View Rd No Parking spaces in recent years has been reduced by extending double yellow lines further away 

the actual corners, bike racks and the pavement near alleyway enlarged. Meanwhile, more cars, 

delivery vans, farmers market on Sunday etc and people double parking has made life difficult 

for those who rely on a car, for example to care for elderly relatives nearby. 

North View Rd No Probems parking here are caused by maisonettes - 2 households for one parking space.  CPZ 

will not help.  What about parking for teachers at Campsbourne schools?  They all drive from 

out of Haringey 
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North View Rd No  

North View Rd No  

North View Rd No This area is far enough away from the Tube etc. that it doesn't have much non-resident parking.   

It is also very refreshing NOT to have to buy vouchers for my visitors - some of who are elderly - 

or children brought by their parents.  Please don't have a CPZ 

North View Rd No The concept of CPZs is totally wrong and I object to them in principle.    The only reason we 

might need one is because  they already exist nearby and their residents park cars in our road. 

Except for events at Ally Pally, parkign is all by residents.  I would object to painted bays as it 

reduces space.    If a CPZ is installed it must be only for 2 hours at day as it would otherwise 

impact badly on tradespeople and our visitors 

North View Rd No The timing od this exercise is cynical.  We would have no need for CPZ had Rectory Gdns not 

decided to be selfish.  That road is largely empty but their cars now park on adjoining roads 

thereby creating displaced pressure.    This of course plays into the council's ands and raises 

revenue.   Furthermore, this is mainly a road with flats, so there is pressure and will be - even 

with a CPZ, because each flat has a car so there is limited road space. 

North View Rd No Remove neighbouring CPZs.    Remove all bikehangars  - as people can use their own land 

instead of the road.  Don't use road space for EVCPs. 

North View Rd No This seems an inappropriate time when parkign needs and use have changed during lockdown.  

Very few residents are commuting or moving their vehicles.   Also the impact of Ally Pally 

parking charges need to be properly assessed before rushing into a decision.  Need to wait until 

lockdown is over and we can see the effect of Ally Pally parking charges 

North View Rd No How many times will we be asked to revisit this?  Not needed 

North View Rd No It’s the car parking overnight that is the problem in this area and people using the space to store 

vehicles for the longer term. It’s not really an issue with other residents or people coming to the 

Ally Pally/farmers market 

North View Rd No Most of the time we find parking fine. The only times we seem to encounter problems is a 

Sunday evening and even then there is usually spaces on the surrounding roads. Introducing a 

controlled parking zone at this time I think is unnecessary. 

North View Rd No  

North View Rd No We all support more cycling facilities.  I don’t think a CPZ is necessary but a bikehangar would 

be great.  Thank you for your hard work and all you do for the people of Haringey  - 125a  North  

View Road 

North View Rd No There's no problem parking in North View Rd.  CPZ controls are certainly not needed.  There is 

a problem with vehicles parking 2-wheels up on the pavement as this causing the paving stones 

to crack.  Such behaviour is completely unnecessary 

North View Rd No We’ve lived here for over 30 years and always manage to find parking space at any time.   As 

the road has maisonettes, a CPZ could never guarantee spaces  but it would be costly.  I feel 

this is another money-making scheme for Haringey, and I expect a council tax increase will 

soon happen 

North View Rd No  

North View Rd No  

North View Rd No The roads her don't go  anywhere special and there are no shops or businesses - only 

residential streets.  CPZ restrictions would just require us to pay to park our own cars.  Trades 

people and service calls still come here just as normal, but we would have to pay for them to 

park in order to do work in our homes.   Parking would not improve, and we would be paying for 

nothing. 
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North View Rd No We live in North View Road - part of the Campsbourne Cottage Estate.  It is a lovely area away 

from shops and busy roads.  There is always parking available here, and therefor no need for 

CPZ controls. 

North View Rd No  

North View Rd No  

North View Rd No  

North View Rd No Parking is not a problem but it would be if surrounding roads are  put in a CPZ.  Please don't 

impose this unnecessarily as we pay enough council tax already 

North View Rd No It is just residents who park here, so a CPZ would not reduce the number of cars but we would 

have to pay.  Definitely not in favour of a revenue-raising exercise 

North View Rd No No CPZ.  Street signage and furniture looks ugly.  Parking is not easy but walking short 

distances is not a problem for most people. 

North View Rd No Our road is quiet and neighbourly.  No one has trouble parking. Applying a CPZ would just add 

to the stress and financial hardship offered by the council 

North View Rd No Don't think restricted parking is necessary on NVR 

North View Rd No  

North View Rd No North View Rd is far away from shops.  There are no buses or tube.  The only people who park 

here are residents 

North View Rd No Strongly oppose CPZ.  This consultation is flawed because of the timing when we have more 

people at home and many more delivery vans.  Also there are roof repairs at all council housing 

in North View, South View, Hawthorn, and Beechwood roads at present and there are many 

HGVs involved with this.    Please sort out the potholes in the middle part of Nightingale Lane 

North View Rd No  

North View Rd No Stop trying to bully us into having a CPZ.  If you want more money, take a look at how you run 

the council.  You waste so much money you should be ashamed  - especially the wages given 

to all the managers at the top end.  Shameful 

North View Rd No Ann,  please don't have a CPZ in our roads.  Always space to park and I don't want the 

inconvenience and hassle, Nor do I want traffic wardens or have to worry about how to have 

visitors without getting tickets.  I just want to continue to live on a normal street.   Not having a 

CPZ is an absolute joy and having one would make my life, along the street I love, much more 

difficult.   I feel very strongly about this, so I thank you for giving me the opportunity to express 

my opinion. 

North View Rd No  

North View Rd No  

North View Rd No Regarding charging points for EV's I feel it is essential that the number in the area is increased 

if targets are to be met. A Which? magazine survey recently showed that it will cost drivers who 

do not have their own private charging point (usually due to lack of a driveway) twice as much to 

charge their vehicles at public charging points, so this is something to be addressed. I know that 

Kensington has installed charging points on lampposts to help people who only have street 

parking.  I'm stating the obvious but the more convenient and cost effective it is for drivers to 

charge, the more will purchase an electric vehicle. I myself want to make this change. The 

biggest deterrent actually is not having a closer charging point than the cost of charging. 

North View Rd No  

North View Rd No  
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North View Rd No Though it's busy, North View Rd  does not have much of a parking problem.     During 

lockdown, more people are staying at home and a number have building works going on, so 

there are more trade vehicles and lorries.      Also road and pavement repairs are a bit of an 

issue but nothing too serious. 

North View Rd No  

North View Rd No  

North View Rd No Covid has resulted in more people driving to get to the Ally Pally park but this may well subside.   

A CPZ just creates stress and hassle to get permits.   There is always somewhere to park even 

if it means walking a bit more.  Lots of people complain they can't park in front of their houses- 

but they need the exercise! 

North View Rd No  

North View Rd No I'm worried about the effect of a CPZ on local businesses.  As is well known, CPZs just push the 

problem somewhere else.   It is difficult -but not impossible - to park. 

North View Rd No I can always find space.  We need to support use of the Park and local businesses by not 

introducing a CPZ 

North View Rd No Sometimes difficult because most residents have cars.   The busiest time is overnight - after 

7pm.  As CPZs do not operate overnight, they would not be any help. 

North View Rd No  

North View Rd No  

North View Rd No  

North View Rd No  

North View Rd No Current pressures could be alleviated simply by removing those non-local vehicles left parked 

for long periods.  Locals know which vehicles these are! 

North View Rd No Parking  has been harder during lockdown but is at its worst on Sundays with the local farmers 

market attracting parking by traders and customers.  If a CPZ is put in it is essential we have 

hassle-free access to visitor permits as we require regular help with carers 

North View Rd No I'm a cyclist and use public transport   but I like having friends over who can park freely without 

permit hassle 

North View Rd No Totally disagree with CPZ 

North View Rd No  

North View Rd No  

North View Rd No  

North View Rd No People should be able to come to our park and I am happy to share parking to keep it free for 

visitors 

North View Rd No  

North View Rd No A CPZ would reduce spaces and increase the number of paved-over front gardens to create 

driveways.  If the council must impose a CPZ to make money, restrict it to 2 hours only 

North View Rd No We can usually park near our house.   This is not a good time for this consultation. Covid 

regulations obviously affect the amount of parking and amount of deliveries at present.  This will 

change when life gets back to a more normal routine 

North View Rd No This is just another Haringey stealth tax 

North View Rd No  

North View Rd No There are 4 DBs on our road - two of which are no longer used.  It would help if they could be 

removed 

North View Rd Yes I am in favour of CPZ but only if it is a two hour restriction and if parking bays are not painted 

onto the road.  If it is an all day restriction, I strongly object 
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North View Rd Yes  

North View Rd Yes Some commercial vehicles are left overnight on local roads so it can be difficult after 7pm 

North View Rd No This is not a good time to consult as more residents are WFH and there are fewer visitors.    

The council is currently replacing windows in houses in this end of NVR and in adjoining roads 

so this is blocking off a lot of parking spaces because of contractors' vans and scaffolding etc.     

The main problem is overnight parking which a CPZ would not address. 

North View Rd No Any parkign pressure is caused by the housing type (maisonettes) with 2 households per 

narrow frontage.  A CPZ would simply make the situation worse, since there is very little parking 

at any time by non-residents.        I support more sustainable transport but am not yet ready to 

give up my car and need local parking.  CPZs are not just expensive but do reduce parking.  

Our current free parking is a more flexible and efficient system; so a CPZ would be an 

unnecessary imposition 

North View Rd Yes People use this road when visiting Ally Pally.  I favour a CPZ with extended times for Ally Pally 

events ( 24 hours).   However we do need provision for our visitors and tradespeople. 

North View Rd No I can always park near my house.   More people park because of lockdown but I can still park 

OK.    A CPZ really makes it difficult to have visitors and tradespeople. 

North View Rd No North View Rd is quite close to the park but  the only people who park here are those who live 

in the road.    Dog walkers occasionally park but this is not a problem for residents.  We don’t 

need any permit parking here 

North View Rd No Please don't put in a CPZ.  It just costs money - yet another tax 

North View Rd No The parking controls should *only* be introduced if *all* roads agree to them. It is very unfair to 

have only a handful of roads agree, and then force all other roads to come into alignment due to 

displacement of cars.   If only some roads want parking controls, then *no* parking controls 

should be introduced on any of the roads. 
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North View Rd No It is interesting that, only 3 1/2 years after the last consultation on the matter, the subject is 

being broached again. Indeed seeing it rehashed so soon is not particularly welcomed.  One 

can appreciate that some people may have been making complaints about parking during the 

course of the last 12 months, but requesting the introduction of such a parking restriction may 

result in long-term control measures being introduced.  In example of circumstances resulting 

from covid:  ? Many people are not driving as often (so there is less daily turnover/rotation of 

space occupancy.)  ? Lower rotation of occupiers means those awkward large gaps between 

cars can last days or even weeks.  So potential spaces are lost in that manner - I’ve counted the 

equivalent of 4 spaces worth of excessive (waste) gaps on a number of occasions, from simply 

standing at my lounge window.  ? People who would normally commute on TFL services are 

opting to drive to avoid contact with other people (so perhaps there is some creative transient 

space grabbing by some who need to commune to this area to work duet the weekday working 

hours.)  ? People are driving into the area, particularly on streets next to Alexandra Park to park 

up (short term) to get to Alexandra Park for a walk/exercise/dog-walk.  ? Families (or others 

such as couples who have not yet moved in together) with 2 homes, are choosing to leave their 

cars in these areas during the unknown lockdown periods    ? The odd chancer from outside the 

areas may be parking their vehicles in these areas. (Such is life. It’s not worth having to pay, 

annually, to try preventing what is, in reality, a nominal load on the parking space demand.)  

Given the above, now is not the time to be measuring, observing, or monitoring parking habits, 

in order to gain perspective of any need for a CPZ. Many people do not realise that by paying 

for the permit in a CPZ, it doesn’t inherently guarantee the availability of a space.  Some area-

neighbours I have spoken with about this matter think that spaces nearer their home will be 

more likely (since humans are creatures of habit).  Sadly that does not always materialise as 

such in a CPZ. The hunt for a space, and indeed the “musical-chairs” situation of running out to 

move your car closer to home when a space nearby frees up, is simply part and parcel of 

parking in London, whether in a CPZ or free-zone.  People just like having their car close to 

home.  Thankfully most of those in the local area I have spoken with do not agree with 

introducing a CPZ.   People use their cars to commute to work Monday through Friday between 

8am and 6 pm, so the pressure on the availability is lowest at those times. The times of the 

week which have the highest demand, where finding a spaces is more difficult (on the worse 

days - which is not every day)  are:  ? the weekday evenings - when driving commuters returns 

from work  ? weekends - when commuters may not use their vehicles  ? weekend evenings 

(particularly Sunday evenings), when commuters are parked up and weekend drivers are also 

returning to park up for the forthcoming week The demand at these times is sometimes high, 

but it is not to such level as to be construed as a nuisance or unreasonable. The CPZ proposals 

will do nothing to alter the demand at these times of day.  So introducing a CPZ is not 

necessary as it would be ineffectual for the proposed times, and also for those when demand is 

highest (remembering whilst higher it is not unmanageable)    When one looks at the areas 

covered within this consultations, one finds that most streets in this areas are quiet residential 

streets.  

North View Rd No  

North View Rd No  

North View Rd No Don't need CPZ  - it costs too much 

North View Rd No Thank you for your concerns but really there's no need for CPZ controls as there's always 

plenty of space to park.  Also it would be an unnecessary burden on an already growing council 

tax bill and costs arising from low emission zones.     Our family will not be able to pay for CPZ 

controls 
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North View Rd No CPZ not necessary.    The Sunday market held at local school causes some congestion 

North View Rd No I can understand that in the past 12 months that people may have felt that parking was more 

difficult. But that is only due to people not commuting and people not travelling etc. Before 

lockdown I can recall that only once I had to park on a different street. I can't see this radically 

changing with the introduction of permits.  Recently the council removed what seemed to be 

abandoned vehicles from the street and that has helped deter people just leaving cars 

indefinitely on North View Road. My view is that during the working week a CPZ would not 

make a material difference and therefore it would be an added cost with little to no value.  

Thank you for the opportunity to be consulted on it.  All the best Simon. 

North View Rd Yes The council should give thought to how to encourage people to reconsider car ownership. 

Availability of more car share cars may help with this and should be considered as part of plans. 

North View Rd No This area really needs a bus service - along the lines of W5.   Elders are stranded at home if 

they haven't got a car.  I suspect quite a few people would get rid of their cars if there was good 

public transport.  Putting CPZs everywhere doesn't really help the congestion problem.  

Excellent public transport would help solve it and I would be pleased to design the ideal route 

for you 

North View Rd No  

North View Rd No Always spaces available in the daytime. The problem is overnight when residents and their 

visitors are at home 

North View Rd Yes Problem with families moving here with lots of cars.     This means a lack of space for when I 

have out-of-town visitors to stay. A council tax for households with more than one car would 

help both the area and the environment a lot.     Also anything which helps deter the school run 

will help as this has a knock-on effect up this street. 

North View Rd Yes Big problem with Ally Pally visitors parkign here to avoid charges.  Dog walkers drive in and 

park.   People trying to squeeze in and park have damaged my car.     Dumped cars also a 

problem.  So much traffic near a school is unacceptable 

North View Rd Yes Unused DBs need to be removed.  Please allow residents at the end of North View rd to 

continue with echelon parking (diagonal).   Also roll out EVCPs wherever possible.  Thank you 

for the bikehangar, but we need more of them 

North View Rd Yes Whole area should be a CPZ to avoid displacement.  Roads need resurfacing to promote 

cycling. Also you should discourage multicar ownership.   EVCPS should be widely installed to 

promote take up of EVs.  Also more cycle parking and traffic calming measures are needed - to 

slow down traffic esp large HGVs. 

Not stated Yes  

Not stated Yes  

Not stated Yes I sometimes have to park in another road.  There is one commercial vehicle which is regularly 

'swapped' for a private car - thus keeping the space reserved.   Similarly, two vans drive in here 

together and one driver parks his van then gets into the other van to continue on to work. There 

are others who park here then take the W3 and 144 bus.   This is not right - especially for elders 

who have to carry shopping long distances 

Not stated Yes  

Not stated Yes Please do not offer visitor permits to local developments (Smithfield’s etc) that completely 

defeats the point of residents parking. They are not residents here in our roads - in fact they are 

more than 0.5mile from some areas of the proposed CPZ.  In addition we would like to consider 

event parking given Ally Pally’s continues push for more abs bigger events. 

Not stated Yes  
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Not stated No  

Not stated No There are several disabled parking spaces on the East side of Nightingale Lane outside approx 

30-34 Nightingale Lane.  One space is usually always left empty and so there is possibly an 

excess space here that is no longer being used that could be reutilised as one-two normal 

spaces. 

Not stated No Make sure that nrv and Smithfield square are included in any scheme here. You can't allow 

development without sufficient parking and then exclude them from all local parking. 

Not stated No  

Not stated No  

Not stated No  

Not stated No  

Not stated No  

Not stated No Do not want CPZ controls 

Not stated No No major problems parking close to home, so I don't want to have to pay for parking.   Spending 

money on CCTV surveillance would be better as my car was damaged recently and CCTV 

could have caught the perp 

Not stated No  

Not stated If PPA, 

yes 

I only support a CPZ with a PPA. 

Not stated No The staff at the school park in our road and when the farmers market is on this causes terrible 

parking problems and scaffolders working taking up all the spaces 

Not stated No  

Not stated No There was a consultation in 2017, which firmly rejected CPZ proposals for South View Road. 

We don't believe that parking circumstances have changed so reject the proposal.  This 

Saturday there were 10 spaces in the afternoon and spaces are available this afternoon. In the 

last 20 years we have always found a place to park in South View Road even when works 

vehicles have been abundant. South View Road is not a drive through route. You only drive to 

South View Road if you live here and there are sufficient parking places.   In summary, we 

strongly believe this is an unnecessary proposal which would place a further financial burden on 

the residents of the road, especially those least available to afford it. 

Not stated No  

Park Avenue N Yes Ally Pally visitors park  

Park Avenue N Yes Ally Pally visitors park here 

Park Avenue N Yes This is not a good time for a consultation as the situation is not normal and it's hard to know 

what the new normal will be. Whilst I feel that the parking situation is at the point where a CPZ 

might be needed (especially if other roads vote for and roads to our east are struggling with 

parking) I am concerned about the number of parking spaces that will be lost if a CPZ were 

introduced due to the bay painting and single yellows, which will not solve the problem. I know 

many residents would like to look at a PPA (?) which does not have the reductive road 

markings. Could this be considered? 

Park Avenue N Yes Short term visitor parking is needed next to the gate into Alexandra Park.     The actual parkign 

issue is that of long stay storage of cars and vans and having parking restrictions for just one 

day a week would be sufficient.         I recommend that the streets form Linzee Road to the west 

be a separate Hornsey West zone, and roads form North View Rd  to the east be in a Hornsey 

east zone.      This is because parking pressures  are different in each area because of differing 

housing densities - see my suggested plan. 
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Park Avenue N Yes  

Park Avenue N Yes People park their vehicles in the road for days/weeks on end without moving them. These 

people do not live in the road. 

Park Avenue N Yes We want a CPZ as it's increasingly difficult to park.  Overspill form other CPZs,  trad evans left 

for long periods, car salesmen storing cars,  MOT / tax failures.   Alexandra Park users Pleas 

edo not split the area into 2.    I want weekends included as we are close to Ally Pally and we 

are often crowded out by the visitors.  This will get worse when AP starts charging for parking 

Park Avenue N Yes Not sure what details you need for Bikehangar.  We would like space for 2 bikes 

Park Avenue N Yes  

Park Avenue N Yes parking on our road is extremely challenging and made worse due to consistent parking of trade 

vehicles from two local garages who use the road as a free car lot. Also there is considerable 

parking pressure from users of Alexandra palace during events and weekends even though 

there is plenty of parking facilities at the venue. People clearly opt to use this street for free as it 

leads straight onto the park. 

Park Avenue N Yes Main problem is multicar residents.  Some have up to 4!  Also work vans are left parked here all 

day.    Visitors are parking here to go to Ally Pally now that there are restrictions there 

Park Avenue N Yes Congestion caused by park visitors using free parking instead of dedicated car parks that are 

available.    Increased pressure will arise from Ally Pally events 

Park Avenue N Yes  

Park Avenue N No  

Park Avenue N No  

Park Avenue N No This is a quiet residential area and we have lived here for for decades.  I wish the council would 

stop trying to push a CPZ on us! 

Park Avenue N No There is never an issue parking outside my house.  I've lived here for around 10 years and the 

number of dropped kerb driveways means that people do not park in front of other people's 

houses.  I have always had parkign space directly outside my house.   I think this could well be 

a money-making scheme.  If it goes through I will switch my political vote, as this is totally 

unnecessary. 

Park Avenue N No No need for CPZ here. 

Park Avenue N No No need for CPZ at this time 

Park Avenue N No  

Park Avenue N No A CPZ would exacerbate any problem instead of solving it.  Most cars are those of residents 

and any problems are overnight - for that reason.    CPZ would reduce spaces.  Any current 

problems are minor and a CPZ would be very negative 

Park Avenue N No Haringey council gets quite enough money from residents.  There is no reason to have 

additional restrictions other than for monetary gain by the council - at the expense of local 

residents.   You should start spending taxpayers money more efficiently rather than continually 

wasting it.   Investment in the total community is needed. 

Park Avenue N No Surprised to have another consultation so soon - and during a pandemic lockdown.  The 

responses will not be an accurate reflection of the  parking conditions longer term 

Park Avenue N No  

Park Avenue N No NOT needed here 

Park Avenue N No Just a revenue making exercise.  We would like to keep free parking for residents, visitors and 

service calls.  Haringey is the only beneficiary from CPZs 

Park Avenue N No  

Park Avenue N No  
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Park Avenue N No  

Park Avenue N No Parking controls do NOT improve the environment. Parking controls limit residents in inviting 

visitors during one day and increase costs for those on limited incomes. They increase costs for 

visiting tradespeople who must spend all day in the street. Marked bays, in a road already with 

too many 'dropped curbs' for OSP, (ending this practice would be welcome) will further limit the 

space available to residents. Access to Alexandra Park during lock down has been crucial for 

exercise to those without gardens.....must they be penalised by the Council's desire to raise 

funds? I oppose the introduction of parking controls 

Park Avenue N No The questions asked in this survey do not allow us to accurately express our views - which is 

why we have been unable to answer most of them. We are aware that those who live closest to 

Middle Lane and/or Priory Road often have difficulty parking. Clearly, if the majority of residents 

in the streets between Priory Avenue and Nightingale Lane vote for a CPZ this will put 

enormous pressure on Park Avenue North. In that circumstance we would want restrictions for 

our road, but not a CPZ. We would far rather have a Permit Parking Area (PPA) which 

maximises available parking space and allows for occupier parking across pavement drop-

downs. But if there are no restrictions on the roads immediately to the east of Park Avenue 

North we would prefer to have no restrictions at all. 

Park Avenue N No  

Park Avenue N No Too many footway crossings in Park Ave N means this severely limits available parking space.  

They are also dangerous because of  trees and vans restricting visibility 

Park Avenue N No I am against CPZs because they do not guarantee a space close to my house - and I need this 

Park Avenue N No  

Park Avenue N No Lockdown has increased congestion a lot.  Once it is over, the road will be much clearer 

Park Avenue N No If CPZ is imposed, I want just a 2 hour restriction.   We don't need all day restrictions 

Park Avenue N No We are currently against a CPZ and need to study other factors before we would consider it.  

These factors are:  1. Introduction of the ULEZ later this year;  2. Introduction of parking 

charges at Ally Pally - and their impact.   3.  LBH's position on PPAs.      A PPA would be better 

because there are so many driveways / crossovers.  PPAs are much more flexible because less 

space is lost at corners and parking is allowed across driveways.  A CPZ actually encourages 

more driveways and these are environmentally damaging because they do not help flood risk 

management 

Park Avenue N If PPA, 

yes 

Local residents have discussed the merits of a PPA (parking permit area).  A PPA would 

obviate the need for expensive road markings and would allow parking across dropped kerbs.    

PPAs seem to work well in areas without much through / non local traffic - like our roads.   Many 

other LAs use PPAs 

Park Avenue N If PPA, 

yes 

PPA preferred as it would allow parking in front of dropped kerbs.  We have a high proportion of 

off-street parking in this road.  I also suggest you stop giving permission for crossovers, as this 

exacerbates the problem 

Park Avenue N If PPA, 

yes 

PPA preferred if restrictions were introduced  We currently park one of our family's 2 cars in 

front of our property so i we don’t want a CPZ which would remove a space 

Park Avenue N If PPA, 

yes 

The only parking control I would welcome and support would be a: PARKING PERMIT AREA 

(PPA) Preferred hours of operation: Monday - Saturday 08:30 - 18:30 A PPA will provide the 

council with revenue and reduce the number of non-local vehicles without reducing the available 

kerbside parking spaces (as happens with a CPZ).  For environmental, safety and other 

reasons, there should also be a total prohibition of new cross-overs. 

Park Avenue N If PPA, 

yes 

PPA would be OK if it was offered 
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Park Avenue N If PPA, 

yes 

PPA would be considered instead of CPZ.      A CPZ removes spaces 

Park Avenue N No Only a problem early evening (to 8pm) and weekends when visitors come to use the green 

spaces.    This makes it difficult for residents returning home in the evening.  Overall this is not a 

big issue so a CPZ is not needed 

Park Avenue N Yes Park Avenue North is consistently difficult to park on, day on day. We have 3 small children and 

regularly have to park streets away which not only feels unsafe at night but makes other daily 

things such as shopping much more difficult. It's not a lot to ask to be able to park close to your 

own house on a daily basis, I'd happily pay the small administration charges to improve this 

situation much like most other areas in Crouch End. All that seems to happen is cars left for 

weeks on end of non-local residents, trade cars and vans regularly left days on end. I fully 

support the implementation of the CPZ, I don't see how it can make parking pressure any worse 

and it should promote parking in the appropriate local car parks. 

Park Avenue N If PPA, 

yes 

This area is on a website advising of free parking for people  going to the airport.  (bus to 

Finsbury Park and tube to Heathrow.    A PPA   (parking permit area) would be even better than 

a CPZ and more acceptable  to residents.    A PPA means  no need for road marking and much 

less signage.  Also , householders  could still park across their driveways - as could their 

visitors.  So, unlike a CPZ, there would be no loss of parking space  (which is what puts people 

off a CPZ).  The Warner estate area would be ideal for this - being a closed area from Redston 

to Linzee.    Likewise Park Ave South and Farrer Rd are both one way.   We woudl be happy to 

pay a reasonable annual fee for a PPA, as woudl many others. 

Park Avenue N If PPA, 

yes 

I do not want a CPZ but would support a PPA so we could park across driveways.  I would only 

support controls if they were EVENING ONLY,  as that is when there can be difficult parking.    I 

woudl also support more car club spaces 

Park Avenue N If PPA, 

yes 

I am in favour of a CPZ but ONLY if it is a 'PPA' scheme ie a scheme with no road markings and 

no restrictions on parking across dropped kerbs. On quite a few of the Hornsey North streets, 

the road markings that are usually introduced with a CPZ would result in a net loss of parking 

spaces and would make things worse for residents, not better. Likewise, many residents with 

dropped kerbs like to park across their dropped kerbs as well as / instead of park on their front 

drives. These streets are an enclosed area, with no through roads, and would be ideally suited 

to a PPA scheme. In addition, I would only support controls in the evenings as this is when 

there is pressure on spaces. 

Park Avenue N No Parking can sometimes be difficult but I don't want CPZ restrictions.  These will reduce spaces 

and will cost money for permits for me and for visitors - hundreds of pounds!  This is not fair on 

people with limited means 

Park Avenue N No Day time CPZ is unnecessary for Park Avenue North as parking spaces are normally available.  

The difficult time is finding parking during the night when residents are home and, therefore, 

CPZ is not applicable. 

Park Avenue N No CPZ not required. If majority voted for one then the residents of houses with drop kerbs should 

be allowed to park a car that belong to that house to park across it. There are a lot of houses 

with drop kerbs in Park Avenue North that have been paid for and are used. Blocking these 

would be unfair and would stop people who have had them installed in good faith from 

accessing their driveways. It would also reduce the parking spaces in the road. 

Park Avenue N No No parking measures are necessary in our area. 

Park Avenue N If PPA, 

yes 

We'd like a PPA instead of a CPZ as there are a lot of dropped kerbs and the WERA area  

(Warner Estate RA)  has no through traffic  as recognised in the recent LTN plan. 
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Park Avenue N If PPA, 

yes 

PPA.  We wouldn’t support a CPZ but would be broadly in agreement with a PPA which avoids 

signage and street furniture and allows parking across driveways 

Park Avenue N If PPA, 

yes 

 

Park Avenue N If PPA, 

yes 

I suggest you redo the consultation offering PPA as an alternative to a CPZ.  This would be a 

popular choice for many 

Park Avenue Sth Yes Parking issues have increased during the covid lockdowns and may reduce  after the pandemic 

is over.   However the major parking problem is commuters and other CPZ overspill 

Park Avenue Sth Yes  

Park Avenue Sth Yes Most residents on the road without a drive are the ones with a tree outside the house which 

doesn’t allow for a drive. We should not be discriminated from parking on our road when most of 

the Hornsey North can. By allowing PPA, we can make the most of the parking on the road. My 

husband has arthritis and often has to circle around before parking often streets away! We as a 

family vote for  a PPA and if that is not possible than vote for a CPZ. 

Park Avenue Sth Yes Parking for residents in the street is becoming extremely difficult, largely because of the parking 

of vehicles unconnected with any residents. These vehicles include private cars from 

neighbouring CPZs, commercial vans, commuter cars and often involve overnight and indeed 

long term stays.    We regard some form of controlled parking as vital. A PPA would have 

significant advantages  --  most efficient use of parking capacity and not reducing space for 

residents with dropped curbs  -- so a PPA has our vote. If a PPA were not approved then we 

vote for a standard CPZ as the less satisfactory alternative  -- but still better than uncontrolled 

parking. 

Park Avenue Sth Yes  

Park Avenue Sth Yes  

Park Avenue Sth Yes Congestion caused by:  Park Road Leisure Centre, Queenswood  Practice,  Ally Pally events, 

Priory Park visitors, and Palace Motors. 

Park Avenue Sth Yes Neigbouring CPZs have encouraged multicar households in those CPZs to park 'spare' cars in 

our road.   As a result this has encouraged more households to get driveways and then they 

vote 'no' to a CPZ.    Priory Park visitors park on the road when visiting the park at weekends 

Park Avenue Sth Yes There should be more enforcement to stop trade vans parking in front of driveways.  The road 

surface is terrible in Park Ave S - it is crumbling away and there are numerous potholes 

Park Avenue Sth Yes  

Park Avenue Sth Yes  

Park Avenue Sth No  

Park Avenue Sth No I've lived here since the late 1970s. We do NOT need  CPZs here.   It's almost impossible to 

shop locally any more, as the high street shops are being decimated 

Park Avenue Sth No Parking situation is currently satisfactory in Park Ave South and its neighbouring roads.      In 

my opinion, no change is required 

Park Avenue Sth No 100% opposed to this being discussed during a pandemic.  It feels like you're trying to exploit it 

to make a quick buck.   I pay enough council tax as it is. 

Park Avenue Sth No  

Park Avenue Sth No 100% opposed to CPZ on our street 

Park Avenue Sth No Please don't put in a CPZ here. 

Park Avenue Sth No I would like 'no parking' sign in front of my driveway 

Park Avenue Sth No  
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Park Avenue Sth No We have a driveway but don’t currently have a car.  We are interested in renting out the 

driveway space if possible.  Need your advice on this.            In terms of parking , far too many 

local people use their cars to drive to Priory Park - quite unnecessary. 

Park Avenue Sth No PPA preferred if controls are applied.     I am disabled and have a driveway.  I need  my visitors 

to continue parking across my driveway.    I'm concerned  at the shortage of DBs in Hornsey, 

Crouch End and Muswell Hill.   There are now 'no loading' restrictions in Hornsey High Street 

where I  was formerly able to park to visit the Post Office.  I would ask you to please bear in 

mind the needs of disabled drivers when considering your schemes.  I am a blue badge holder 

and rely on my car for getting about. 

Park Avenue Sth If PPA, 

yes 

I have voted against a CPZ because of the number of dropped kerbs on our street - 60% of 

houses have dropped kerbs. There is an additional restricted parking area around the fire 

station, leaving very little room for on-street parking. Any additional restrictions, such as parking 

in front of your own dropped kerb would reduce the available parking even further. Our street 

forum has been discussing PPAs, these seem to be a much better option for our particular 

circumstances, the council would have less work in setting it up, would receive money for 

parking permits, and our street would suffer less from "foreign" vehicles but still have flexibility 

when parking our own vehicles. I am writing this as a resident without a dropped kerb. 

Park Avenue Sth If PPA, 

yes 

I have a driveway.  It would be good if visitors could park across my driveway without having to 

get a VP 

Park Avenue Sth If PPA, 

yes 

PPA  preferred .   This should be offered as an option 
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Park Avenue Sth If PPA, 

yes 

I and most of my neighbours on our road are strongly in favour of a Permit Holders Only Parking 

Area (PPAs) and in particular how they would meet the needs of Park Avenue South and Farrer 

Road.  The Council in their report for the Seven Sisters South CPZ stated that in some cul-de-

sacs and other short lengths of road, numerous dropped kerbs can limit the number of parking 

bays that can be provided within a CPZ. Extensive use of lengths of yellow lines in front of 

dropped kerbs and between parking bays can significantly reduce the availability of on – street 

parking during operational hours.  We have surveyed PAS and Farrer Road for dropped kerbs. 

For PAS we have 99 properties out of which 59 have dropped kerbs (60%). For Farrer Road 

there are 56 properties of which 31 have dropped kerbs (55%). This must certainly meet the 

criteria for a significant number of dropped kerbs. Because of the high number of dropped kerbs 

we estimate that each road would lose a further 11 spaces. This is  because the council tends 

to make the yellow lining over the dropped kerbs wider than strictly necessary. We have quite a 

number of short stretches (1-3 car lengths) between dropped kerbs where this is likely to result 

in a loss of a parking space.  This is in addition to the spaces lost because occupants of 

properties with dropped kerbs would not be allowed to park in front of the dropped kerbs, during 

the enforcement hours, with a standard CPZ. With a PPA there would be no loss of parking 

spaces, rather a gain by preventing parking by non-residents, commuters and those who use 

the road for long term parking.    PPAs require less signage and no yellow lining so would be 

cheaper and less resource intensive for the Council to install and maintain.  Sutton Council have 

introduced  3 CPZs and 5PPAs and have not limited them to short lengths of road. They have 

successfully used them to cover very large areas such as in the examples below, probably 

similar in size or larger than the Warner Estate   In short, a PPA would meet the needs of PAS 

and Farrer Road residents to a far greater extent than a standard CPZ. It would be much more 

likely to win the support of residents, would be cheaper for the Council to implement and assist 

the Council in achieving its objectives of reducing traffic congestion, improving road safety and 

encouraging the use of more sustainable forms of transport. Lots of advantages and no obvious 

downsides for the Council. 

Park Avenue Sth If PPA, 

yes 

We want CPZ but ONLY if the council will agree to PPA where residents with dropped kerbs 

can parka cross their driveways.  That will maximise spaces for residents and will not reduce 

spaces for those with driveways. 

Park Avenue Sth If PPA, 

yes 

PPA preferred   this would be hugely innovative for Haringey to introduce.  A CPZ is not suitable 

because  it would take away all parking spaces in front of the many driveways.  A PPA would 

also be cheaper and avoid cluttering the road with signs and road markings. 

Park Avenue Sth If PPA, 

yes 

Would accept PPA controls 

Park Avenue Sth If PPA, 

yes 

PPA only - not CPZ    This road has many dropped kerbs 

Park Avenue Sth If PPA, 

yes 

My answer to question 4 is based upon a PPA and not a standard CPZ. If it is a standard CPZ 

then my answer to question 4 would be No. 

Park Avenue Sth If PPA, 

yes 

I am voting for a CPZ. We would prefer to have a PPA in our road,  but a CPZ would still make 

our lives a lot better. We do not have a dropdown and I think that our views should be given 

more weight than of those who have converted their gardens into carparks, and exacerbated 

the parking problems for the rest of us. 

Park Avenue Sth If PPA, 

yes 

I would like parking beside dropped kerbs to be allowed (like a PPA) so householders can park 

across the driveway 
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Park Avenue Sth If PPA, 

yes 

PPA preferred.   This would maximise resident parking by allowing 2-car households to use the 

space in front of their driveways  - of which there are many in the area.   Many non-local 

vehicles are left parked here - often for weeks.  It is infuriating and I'd be happy to pay for a PPA 

on Park Ave South 

Park Avenue Sth If PPA, 

yes 

A CPZ would reduce the number of street parking spaces. People with a drive would have to 

use one of the reduced number of spaces for a second car.  The obvious solution for Park 

Avenue South, because their are so many dropped kerbs,  is a PPA - no marked bays and 

allowing drive owners to have another vehicle parked across their own drive. 

Park Avenue Sth If PPA, 

yes 

We'd accept a PPA instead of CPZ.   this allows us to park across driveways and retain on-road 

parking.  This is a very inappropriate time to consult given the pandemic and its effect on normal 

traffic movements 

Park Avenue Sth If PPA, 

yes 

Would support a PPA but not a CPZ.    A PPA would stop non locals parking but would retain 

road space in front of driveways - of which there are a large number in this street 

Park Avenue Sth If PPA, 

yes 

We need a PPA NOT a CPZ.  I would support a PPA  as Park Ave South has lots of driveways 

and cars need to be able to park in front of them.  You need to offer the opportunity of having a 

PPA 

Park Avenue Sth If PPA, 

yes 

A CPZ would lose 59 driveway spaces - plus a further 11 due to yellow lines.  A CPZ woudl not 

only reduce spaces but drastically cause parking problems 

Park Avenue Sth If PPA, 

yes 

PPA would be good.  In NO circumstances would we want a CPZ   A CPZ woudl remove 

parking spaces for everybody - including those with no driveway.  For the record, we do have a 

driveway 

Park Avenue Sth If PPA, 

yes 

PPA preferred if controls are applied.     I am disabled and have a driveway.  I need  my visitors 

to continue parking across my driveway.    I'm concerned  at the shortage of DBs in Hornsey, 

Crouch End and Muswell Hill.   There are now 'no loading' restrictions in Hornsey High Street 

where I  was formerly able to park to visit the Post Office.  I would ask you to please bear in 

mind the needs of disabled drivers when considering your schemes.  I am a blue badge holder 

and rely on my car for getting about. 
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Park Avenue Sth Yes How do we show our preference for a PPA over a CPZ when there isn’t a box to tick for this on 

the consultation form.  Many residents  want to vote for a PPA but not for a CPZ. We really want 

to know how we can vote for a PPA and not for a CPZ as part of the current consultation. Some 

residents have already voted no to a CPZ but in the comments have put that they want a PPA. 

Other residents are voting yes to a CPZ but in the comments they are saying they prefer a PPA. 

This is quite confusing for people. We have surveyed PAS and Farrer Road for dropped kerbs. 

For PAS we have 99 properties out of which 59 have dropped kerbs (60%). For Farrer Road 

there are 56 properties of which 31 have dropped kerbs (55%). This must certainly meet the 

criteria for a significant number of dropped kerbs. Because of the high number of dropped kerbs 

we estimate that each road would lose a further 11 spaces. This is  because the council tends 

to make the yellow lining over the dropped kerbs wider than strictly necessary. We have quite a 

number of short stretches (1-3 car lengths) between dropped kerbs where this is likely to result 

in a loss of a parking space.  This is in addition to the spaces lost because occupants of 

properties with dropped kerbs would not be allowed to park in front of the dropped kerbs, during 

the enforcement hours, with a standard CPZ. With a PPA there would be no loss of parking 

spaces, rather a gain by preventing parking by non-residents, commuters and those who use 

the road for long term parking.    PPAs require less signage and no yellow lining so would be 

cheaper and less resource intensive for the Council to install and maintain.  Sutton Council have 

introduced  3 CPZs and 5PPAs and have not limited them to short lengths of road. They have 

successfully used them to cover very large areas such as in the examples below, probably 

similar in size or larger than the Warner Estate   In short, a PPA would meet the needs of PAS 

and Farrer Road residents to a far greater extent than a standard CPZ. It would be much more 

likely to win the support of residents, would be cheaper for the Council to implement and assist 

the Council in achieving its objectives of reducing traffic congestion, improving road safety and 

encouraging the use of more sustainable forms of transport. Lots of advantages and no obvious 

downsides for the Council.   As you know Warner Estate is also interested in PPAs, but we 

thought it would be helpful to bring the information relating to our road and Farrer Road to your 

attention and also to the highways officers.   Regards 

Park Avenue Sth Yes We would like a PPA for our road as a first choice. This is because 60% of the houses on our 

road have dropped kerbs, often with gaps between them where one, two or three cars can park 

at present and where with a CPZ there would be a reduction in the number of vehicles that can 

park. We estimate that 20 spaces would be lost in a CPZ on top of the loss of spaces from 

people not being able to park their second car at the end of their driveway. We are no entry at 

the western (Park Road) end which also makes a PPA more suitable for our road. Farrer Road  

has the same profile and both roads could be considered together. 

Park Avenue Sth If PPA, 

yes 

in favour of a Parking Permit Area (PPA) scheme as a type of controlled parking. I am only 

voting for a PPA as a preference instead of CPZ. However also prepared for a standard CPZ as 

a second preference if there is insufficient support for a PPA in both Park Avenue South and 

Farrer Road (where I believe there is also interest). 

Park Avenue Sth No As we have a dropped kerb and space for parking two medium size vehicles we do not have 

parking problems. However, many of our neighbours do so some form of parking restrictions are 

probably necessary. If a parking scheme has to be introduced then we would prefer that it 

should be a Permit Parking Area (PPA), as there is in other London boroughs. We consider that 

an essential feature of any scheme is that the owner/resident of a house with a dropped kerb 

should be able to give permission for people to park across the space, e.g. family members, 

friends, tradespeople, delivery drivers.  If this is not permitted then it is simply wasting potential 

parking space. 
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Park Avenue Sth If PPA, 

yes 

Would have a PPA.        I do not agree with CPZ with its lines across driveways  so that visitors 

and householders cannot park in front of the many driveways in this road.   With a PPA cars can 

park across driveways using a permit.   A PPA would be a win-win for both residents and the 

council 

Park Avenue Sth No These never ending consultations will go on until we all surrender our freedom to park.  Your 

schemes to fleece the motorist are irksome.   CPZ rollouts have displaced parking into 

otherwise clear roads.  Residents form Abbeville, Barrington, and Park roads all now park on 

this road to avoid your rolling taxation racket.  SAFETY: think about pedestrians! Do not put 

crossings so close to junctions.   Also problem with totally reckless mopeds and bikes. 

Park Avenue Sth No This is the second time we've been consulted.  You had a general meeting at St Mary's School 

and the proposal was rejected.     Please stop allowing driveways as these cause problems and 

reduce drainage.   Be honest that this is a money-making  process.  Other than near shopping 

areas, CPZs are a waste of money and create more problems than they solve.   Please remove 

the pavement promontory on the junction of Park Ave S and Park Rd.  This is a real danger 

when turning left as it forces you to drive across the centre of the road to make the turn. 

Park Avenue Sth No A CPZ here would reduce the number of parking spaces as:  There are many dropped kerb 

driveways. Multi-car houses & tradesmen often park in front of them. These spaces would be 

lost.  Small cars currently park in spaces between driveways that would not fit standard official 

parking bays. Other CPZ residents report problems obtaining visitor permits. 

Park Avenue Sth If PPA, 

yes 

PPA is only feasible option.    PPA allows parking across driveways, while a CPZ removes all 

these spaces.  This would be an ideal pilot area for a PPA 

Park Avenue Sth If PPA, 

yes 

PPA only.   We woudl not accept a CPZ 

Park Avenue Sth If PPA, 

yes 

PPA.      There are many dropped kerbs and driveways, so we need a PPA instead of a CPZ.  

Most of the residents in the road would prefer a PPA as it allows more resident parking 

Park Avenue Sth If PPA, 

yes 

PPA preferred if possible 

Park Avenue Sth If PPA, 

yes 

PPA only.    Because of the many dropped kerbs - and to protect the street scne, I woudl only 

accept a PPA 

Park Avenue Sth If PPA, 

yes 

PPA would be supported - NOT a CPZ.  This is because of the many dropped kerbs.   A CPZ 

would prevent parking across the driveway but I think a PPA would be a positive way forward. 

Park Avenue Sth If PPA, 

yes 

Prefer introduction of Permit-holders only Parking Area (PPA) rather than  ?CPZ. Signage 

placed at both ends of the road indicating controls in place but no bay markings or single yellow 

lines. This would also maximise parking for residents by allowing them to park across their own 

dropped kerbs (of which there is a large number). This type of parking control has been 

mentioned in a Haringey report for another part of the borough and has been accepted by 

Haringey as a method for deployment. The nature of the road (no entry at one end and many 

dropped kerbs outside vehicle driveways), makes it conducive to a PPA arrangement. 

Park Avenue Sth If PPA, 

yes 

PPA preferred. This is why I am 'voting' for a CPZ. Please do not use the fact the Haringey 

Council Street & Parking Management has encouraged residents to opt for CPZ un order to 

secure support from Councillors and the relevant decision-making committee(s) but then to 

impose CPZ disingenuously. 

Park Avenue Sth If PPA, 

yes 

Our road would very much support parking controls - but not a CPZ as this would result in even 

fewer parking spaces. We would support a PPA for our road with resident parking between set 

hours. 

Park Avenue Sth If PPA, 

yes 

Would support ONLY a PPA approach  - also known as a Permit holders Only Past This Point.  

This has been successfully adopted by Sutton Council 
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Park Rd Yes  

Park Rd Yes I have no issue with a CPZ in principle but we are right at the edge of the proposed zone and 

the opposite side of Park Road is not included - what is the plan for this as it affects us? If you 

introduce a different CPZ across the road we will be really limited in where we can park, as we 

already can't park in Barrington or further along Park Road.  We don't need a CPZ from 8 to 

6.30. People commute and catch the bus and a 4-hour zone would reduce this. Lots of people 

also drive to visit the Queenswood Medical Centre and you need to talk with them so you get 

the right balance between local residents and people with mobility issues.    At the moment we 

can only really park in Park Avenue South and lots of people have converted their gardens for 

parking. My worry is even more will do this with a CPZ reducing the available parking further.   

My preference would be that the CE A CPZ is extended but I would be happy to pay for a permit 

for Barrington Road as well as one for Park Road and there should be some way for people to 

do this where they are right at the edge of a CPZ. It would increase income for the council!  

More generally the closure of Middle Lane last year was a disaster - please don't repeat it as it 

increased traffic and air pollution intolerably and there are lots of people with children on our 

road as well as a school and health centre.  All it did was displace traffic not reduce it.  Lots of 

people and cars think the bike path on Park Road at the end of Shepherds Cot is a pedestrian 

crossing, this leads to lots of near misses and we need a proper crossing there. 

Park Rd Yes  

Park Rd Yes We need a CPZ, although some houses have driveways but many are prohibited by planning 

regulations from having these.    A CPZ is needed in Park Road 

Park Rd No We are not sure if Park Road is included in the proposed zone. If NOT then we risk facing the 

brunt of displaced parking and more congestion. This is what CPZ causes - where will it end? If 

our stretch of Park Rd IS included does this mean we can park anywhere within the zone, or 

just our road?  We object to any changes that make parking more difficult for Park Rd residents. 

There are already more cars than spaces on Park Rd and we also have a bus stop directly 

outside our house so cannot park there. With or without CPZ, we need to be able to park in side 

roads as well as Park Rd itself or we will end up parking as far away as Cranley Gardens (yet 

more displaced traffic and parking). 

Park Rd No  

Park Rd No No one wanted controls in 2017 so why ask again.  Currently it's free for people to park outside 

their homes.  Stop pushing this agenda.  No CPZ 

Park Rd No We don't have a car but we do want to have enough space for delivery vans - esp with bulky 

items.   The road has plenty of off-street parking already.  CPZs just push cars into 

neighbouring roads which then creates pressure for another CPZ -it's a domino effect.  The 

road works well enough as it is in terms of parking. 

Park Rd No We rely on our customer being able to park for a short time to visit the shop - and pick up heavy 

hi-fi equipment.  A CPZ will definitely damage our business and others in the same parade.  If  a 

CPZ is forced in, then it is essential to provide short term visitor parking spaces at the shops 

Park Rd No Council forcing in CPZs is just money-making  and existing CPZs cause displacement.   We are 

very happy with the current parking arrangement 

Park Rd No The constant efforts to impose CPZs  results in business customers not being able to park.  

Thsi is even more of a problem during Covid and you should not be applying further controls at 

present.  Residents AND business pay council tax and business rates, so we should be treated 

equally 

Park Rd No A CPZ could adversely affect our patients parking and would harm our business as well as local 

shops 
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Park Rd No There are too many crossover drives in Park Ave S to make a CPZ effective.   The council 

should not have allowed so many dropped kerbs, but it's too late now, the horse has bolted. 

Park Rd No  

Pembroke Rd Yes  

Pembroke Rd Yes  

Pembroke Rd Yes We have non locals constantly parking in our flats' private parking.    We also have staff from 

Tesco and Sainsbury's using the road as it's free.  The pollution is terrible 

Pembroke Rd Yes  

Pembroke Rd Yes Difficult to park now following the new builds above and alongside Sainsbury's.  The reason for 

this is because although there are underground car parks at the new builds, the charges are so 

high that tenants park for free on our road.  This is very unfair on us residents 

Pembroke Rd Yes  

Pembroke Rd No  

Pembroke Rd No  

Pembroke Rd No There is limited parkign space here, given the extensive housing developments 

Pembroke Rd No  

Pembroke Rd Yes Parking at Harvey House is taken up by non-residents.  This is an urgent problem 

Pembroke Rd Yes Parkign is very bad because outsiders come in and park.  It's very unfair on residents  when 

they come home in the evening and there is nowhere to park.    A CPZ is need which operates 

up to 11.30pm at night 

Priory Avenue Yes I think that the area drawn up is made up of two very different types of roads. Linzee Road, 

Priory Avenue and Clovelly Road have very few or no driveways and are closest to another cpz, 

so get the most pressure form overspill and have less to lose from spacing around driveways.  

I’d be happy to see us split from the rest of the proposed zone and joined to the existing cpz. 

Priory Avenue Yes Please can you consider a CPZ for just priory ave, linzee rd, clovely rd and Baden rd as other 

roads in the area have many driveways, which gives them different requirements.  Thanks 

Priory Avenue Yes  

Priory Avenue Yes Many of the roads in the area have off-street parking and do not want a CPZ.  Thsi should not 

prevent a CPZ being put in to roads which do want it 

Priory Avenue Yes  

Priory Avenue Yes Impossible to get space in the evenings - also people leave trade vans and second vehicles 

parked here overnight 

Priory Avenue Yes Very difficult to park when I come back after an evening out.  It's bad enough that you can be 

reluctant to move your car as you'll not find a space when you return 

Priory Avenue Yes Having previously lived in CPZ areas, these have made a fantastic difference.  However I do not 

agree with removing so much parking space near road corners / junctions.  Your policy 

approach removes 2 parking spaces per corner for no good reason 

Priory Avenue Yes  

Priory Avenue Yes  

Priory Avenue Yes Cars are left by commuters and the local garage, as well as by 2nd car / van owners.   Most 

CPZs do not adequately consider the loss of parking space they cause, nor the added cost and 

inconvenience.    Restrictions which address the problems without making them worse would be 

a success. 

Priory Avenue Yes  

Priory Avenue Yes An alternative would be a Parking Permit Area  ( permit holders only past this point for the 

Warner Estate Area).  Thank you. 
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Priory Avenue Yes No issuing of visitor permits to non resident. 

Priory Avenue Yes  

Priory Avenue Yes  

Priory Avenue No controls are only needed when there are big events at Ally Pally 

Priory Avenue No  

Priory Avenue No Parking is only really a problem at night, so a CPZ wouldn't be much use.   The costs 

associated with a CPZ  would also put a strain on household finances and we believe we should 

have the right to park freely on our road 

Priory Avenue No  

Priory Avenue No Always parking available 

Priory Avenue No CPZ not needed at present.  Covid has temporarily changed traffic patterns and things need to 

settle down before any decision is made for the future.     Parking is difficult at night, so a CPZ 

would not tackle that 

Priory Avenue No  

Priory Avenue No  

Priory Avenue If PPA, 

yes 

The question of CPZ rises from time to time and is divisive for the WERA Estate as many of the 

roads have off-street parking and are not subject to the same issues as the eastern end of the 

estate.  Other residents have suggested that a PPA would be suitable for their roads, which 

makes sense for them but is neither here nor there for Priory Ave, Linzee, Clovelly and Baden.  

I am of the opinion that the problem of parking in Priory Avenue is not going to go away until a 

CPZ is introduced, and think that the two areas should be considered separately when the votes 

are counted up, if the western end don’t want it. 

Priory Avenue If PPA, 

yes 

Is it possible to have a PPA  (parking permit area) as the Warner Estate has only entrances and 

exits between Redston and Linzee roads.  This applies to the southern side.  I believe Sutton 

council has adopted PPAs and it's proving successful.  Maybe a new approach might be the 

way.  Many thanks 

Priory Avenue If PPA, 

yes 

PPA preferred 

Priory Avenue If PPA, 

yes 

Through discussion with other residents, we'd like a PPA  (instead of CPZ) for the whole 

Warner Estate.  This woudl obviate the need for road markings and ensure no loss of space. 

Priory Avenue If PPA, 

yes 

PPA would be preferred to CPZ as fewer parking spaces would be lost to road markings. 

Priory Avenue Yes If visitor permits are issued it should only be to residents.   The later times would stop the 

parking by vans whose owners constantly rotate their cars and vans without impacting short 

parking for the opticians and vets businesses.  Would prefer if we did not have CPZs but 

residents parking permits for the zone were issued instead. Too long a marking outside drives 

reduces spaces which are scarce and people here are generally good about leaving adequate 

space for cars exiting drives. 

Priory Avenue If PPA, 

yes 

PPA  preferred.      Some people from other CPZs leave their additional cars here.   Commuters 

park here as well as cars left dumped.   Area is advertised on CE FB web page as an area to 

park for free.   I want a CPZ form 4-6pm so that daytime trade visitors are not disrupted.   Many 

streets have front gardens and I can see why they may not want a CPZ, so I suggest a PPA is 

offered. 

Priory Avenue No  

Priory Avenue No  
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Priory Avenue No It would help if non-residents could be stopped from dumping cars, but we don't want a CPZ 

unless it guaranteed us a space. 

Priory Avenue If PPA, 

yes 

With more events and paid parking at Alexandra Palace, as well as more CPZs being applied in 

the local area, I do believe controlling parking for local residents is helpful. However from 

research, I would prefer a Parking Permit Area (PPA) in my area over a CPZ given the lack of 

through traffic and ability to maximise parking spaces. The scheme should also certainly be 

more about resident benefits than fund raising too, so I would like minimal costs to park for 

myself and guests, given there is no cost today. 

Priory Rd Yes I just hope that if there is a CPZ, parking will be easier.   I have lived over shops at top of Priory 

Rd and have never been able to park easily.   I hope you take this into consideration.  Also we 

have a new supermarket opening and this will cause extra parking demand 

Priory Rd Yes Thanks for consulting us.  Parking has become more difficult in recent years 

Priory Rd Yes  

Priory Rd Yes  

Priory Rd Yes  

Priory Rd Yes  

Priory Rd Yes  

Priory Rd Yes Need to mirror nearby CPZs times so as to stop people moving cars between streets.    Owing 

to Ally Pally events we need to include weekends / event days.    I woudl also favour a similar 

plan to Islington where people with a CPZ permit can us eit to park in another CPZ for a defined 

period 

Priory Rd Yes Please ensure no reduction in parking spaces if a CPZ is put in.  Please also ensure that 

visitors and tradespeople can park freely 

Priory Rd Yes  

Priory Rd Yes There should be speed cameras on Priory Rd - and a 20mph restriction, like on other roads 

Priory Rd Yes  

Priory Rd Yes I am in the CPZ zone but it is rarely enforced and persistently abused by non-paying CPZ 

residents.  I have purchased a permit  but often have to park streets away as there is no space 

nor enforcement.   The operating hours of 11am to 1pm are useless because we need space  in 

the evening when returning form work etc.    All this indicates the CPZ is just a money-making 

exercise by the council, so most residents will not buy in to it.  I have a medical condition and 

need parking as I cannot carry any heavy shopping.      If a CPZ is put in it mist reflect the 

operating hours needed by residents and it must be enforced properly otherwise it serves no 

purpose apart from making money for the council 

Priory Rd Yes  

Priory Rd Yes  

Priory Rd Yes  

Priory Rd Yes CPZ will encourage a more 'car-free' way of thinking.  We asked Catherine West and Adam 

Jogee to put in yellow lines, but they never reply.  CPZ would be fantastic for the neighbourhood  

and safer, healthier for children and elderly people 

Priory Rd Yes People speed in from Farrer Rd while on their phones.  Speed humps are needed - or even 

some block at this end.     Cars and vans are dumped here often for months.   People also park 

in front of my gate. 

Priory Rd Yes  

Priory Rd Yes  

Priory Rd No  
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Priory Rd No  

Priory Rd No  

Priory Rd No  

Priory Rd No I have lived on Priory Road for 6 years and have never had an issue finding parking either in our 

road or the adjacent Priory Ave or Park Road North.  I do not recognise your statement that 

"parking pressures are now more intense in the area".  This is simply not true, in my experience.  

The biggest issue on Priory Road is the bus lane outside our house, with speeding buses 

causing our house to shake and vibrate, resulting in cracking of the external brickwork and 

internal walls.  What can be done about that? 

Priory Rd No I'm an active member of the community and have lived here for many years.  Frankly, I find it 

impossible to believe that you've been contacted by  "GROUPS' in this area regarding parking 

pressures.    The only area that I imagine has any issues is that close to Hornsey station - but 

that in no way should affect roads to the west of that.     We've never had any issues finding a 

space to park in 12 years and I find it worrying that you are now creating fictional "groups' to try 

and justify your claims. 

Priory Rd No I can currently park free of charge.  As a pensioner, I have to be careful with my money, and I 

see this as an unnecessary expense 

Priory Rd No We oppose your scheme because only local residents park here - along with their temporary 

visitors. 

Priory Rd No I am a disabled pensioner aged 94 and have local district care nurses coming daily to provide 

care and bring my meds; so I do not want any CPZ to be put in on my street 

Priory Rd No Im a resident here and drive to work twice a week I never have any issue finding parking when I 

return.   I also drive to visit relatives and never have parking difficulty on my return.    A CPZ 

here woudl make it difficult for visitors to park.    A CPZ would also make it difficult when 

residents change their cars and need to reapply for permits. 

Priory Rd No  

Priory Rd No Ideally no CPZ.  Very inconvenient 

Priory Rd No As a long term resident who has lived in 5 separate locations in Haringey, I see no need  for 

parking controls either in Priory Road or nearby.  Rather than consulting during  Covid - which 

could give unbalanced results;  I suggest you look at tackling speeding especially during 

evenings and late night. Police also tear around with sirens blaring at night which is 

inconsiderate to residents. 

Priory Rd No I would like a bikehangar only if I could get a space.  How is the space allocated? 

Priory Rd No CPZ not necessary.  We like the flexibility of having visitors when required 

Priory Rd No  

Priory Rd No Any pressure will reduce after lockdown, so I base my comments on pre lockdown conditions.  I 

think this survey is premature and should be done after lockdown 

Priory Rd No CPZ would cause problems as it would restrict parking spaces.  We don't want it 

Priory Rd No We are resident and a business owner and do not see a need for CPZ.    Thsi is one of the few 

areas which has free parking.  Small businesses like ours would suffer with  a CPZ and as 

residents, we can always find a space.     Some Crouch End businesses park their big vans and 

trucks on Priory Rd for days on end.  This should be addressed without imposing a CPZ. 
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Priory Rd No This push for CPZs is encouraging people to pave over their front gardens which is bad 

environmentally.    Consulting during an abnormal time like the pandemic is not good.  Before 

the pandemic we had many trade vans parked on the north side of Priory Rd.    I would like the 

return of road tax discs so that untaxed cars could be taken off the road.  I have wildlife in my 

front garden 

Priory Rd No CPZs mean more people pave over their front gardens, which is not ecological 

Priory Rd No  

Priory Rd No I've never had parking problems here 

Priory Rd No  

Priory Rd No Multicar households are the main issue 

Priory Rd No  

Priory Rd No Non local cars and vans are left parked here - some for weeks.   I'm not sure how this can be 

addressed.   Those who only park for a short time don't really bother me 

Priory Rd No Covid lockdown 2021 is an inappropriate time to consider CPZs.     Traffic management has 

changed during the lockdown   plus we have the ULEZ coming in October.   Ally Pally parking 

charges are another consideration as are LTNs whose effects have yet to be assessed.   I 

suggest you review again in 2 -3 years 

Priory Rd No Living on the main road with shops - a bike hangar would be very useful 

Priory Rd No If a CPZ is imposed, more people will get driveways.  Instead, why not limit the number of cars 

per household?     I am old enough to remember when you could park anywhere - except on 

DYL.  It was certainly better for shops when you could park outside them without fear of getting 

a ticket.   The good old days before Covid, CPZs, and Boris! 

Priory Rd No  

Priory Rd If PPA, 

yes 

I am against parking controls but if my neighbours vote for parking controls I would prefer a PPA 

where permits are issued but no white lines are painted to delineate parking areas. We would 

lose so many spaces to park if CPZ bays were installed due to the amount of dropped kerbs in 

the area. 

Priory Rd If PPA, 

yes 

PPA.   This is a bizarre time to consult - need to wait until post lockdown.  Also need to offer a 

PPA option instead of a CPZ. We need a consultation after covid to get a clear idea and if 

people would prefer a PPA.  Also there is ULEZ to consider. 

Priory Rd No In Potters Bar they have a system to help shops where first 30 minutes parking is free.  We 

would support this system, but a CPZ will otherwise kill our businesses 

Priory Rd Yes Parking would be significantly improved if overnight trade vehicles were prohibited from parking.   

Vans etc left parked for long periods take up much of the parking space here 

Priory Rd No We believe that any current (very minor) parking pressures in our immediate area will dissipate - 

during Covid lockdown many more people are driving to the area for exercise at Ally Pally, but 

this won't be to the same extent post lockdown. A CPZ in this area is (currently) not needed. 

Priory Rd No We need EVCPS but not Source London who are too expensive.   There is a Polar EVCP 

nearby but it is reserved for BMW users only 

Priory Rd No CPZ not needed here.  The only issue is multicar households and a CPZ would not deal with 

that 

Priory Rd Yes  

Rectory Gdns Yes Big improvement in road due to the CPZ 

Rectory Gdns Yes  
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Redston Rd Yes On parking, we both need the road markings redone as people routinely park over drive 

entrances and we need to discourage non-local people from leaving their cars and vans on our 

road while they go on holiday, wait for repairs or go into Central London. Without restrictions 

people are generally inconsiderate of residents needs. Knowing the road is monitored by 

wardens will really help discourage misuse.  We are in favour of additional electric vehicle 

charging points, but these are only valuable if they are the most up to date super chargers. 

Even so-called fast chargers take too long and don't outpace using a home outlet if you have a 

drive. With more and more uptake on electric vehicles, it's a waste of Council resources not to 

install superfast chargers or ensure they are available at petrol stations in the area. 

Redston Rd Yes  

Redston Rd Yes Some form of CPZ is required to prevent all day parking by non-residents 

Redston Rd Yes My biggest concern is that we have the same treatment as surrounding roads. I am also aware 

residents have been collecting data on the road trying to estimate resident vs non resident 

usage, however, this data is potentially flawed and also during a national lockdown isn’t a valid 

time to consider the problem. 

Redston Rd Yes Whilst we do have difficulty parking on our street for various reasons, we do worry about the 

downside of CPZ being that it can cause the physical number of spaces to reduce, due to the 

way the road markings being made. Either through road markings introduced on corners or the 

inability to park across driveways (for those with drives and multiple cars). This further reduces 

the number of spaces available which is contrary to the whole reason for CPZ being introduced. 

We would like the council to consider the option of PPA which allows residents entry at certain 

times, but doesn't limit the physical number of spaces. 

Redston Rd Yes Problems created by 1) commuters/displacement   2) Ally Pally parkign charges    3) multicars  

4) shop customers /staff 

Redston Rd Yes  

Redston Rd Yes A CPZ is a good idea.  There are far too many cars.  Also CPZ controls would encourage those 

who go to Ally Pally not to use cars and most visitors are local.  A CPZ would discourage these 

car journeys 

Redston Rd Yes Brilliant idea - well done for investigating this.   It's a step towards a more humane Haringey 

Redston Rd Yes  

Redston Rd Yes  

Redston Rd Yes  

Redston Rd No Having a CPZ would mean all residents with cars - including multicar households  - getting 

permits.  Given the large number of cars a CPZ would be no use.  We are already suffering 

from nearby CPZs, so please don't make it worse 

Redston Rd No  

Redston Rd No  

Redston Rd No As per our responses in this questionnaire, we do not see parking issues in our street as being 

the result of non-resident parking. Any resident parking initiatives would therefore in our view 

not solve any low level parking problems 

Redston Rd No  

Redston Rd No  

Redston Rd No  

Redston Rd No When Alexandra Palace introduces parking charges, we may need the CPZ - at least on Ally 

Pally event days 
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Redston Rd No No need for CPZ.      BTW - please deal with the problem of cyclists whizzing across the 

footbridge at Ally Pally.  There is likely to be an  accident because of their reckless behaviour 

Redston Rd No  

Redston Rd No Don't thing a CPZ is required.  Always parking space available  and a CPZ just feels like a 

pointless additional charge 

Redston Rd No  

Redston Rd No CPZ does not guarantee a parking  space but it does cause a lot of unnecessary stress to many 

who live in them.  Then there are the costs that increase every year.  Definitely do NOT want a 

CPZ. 

Redston Rd No We don't need a CPZ 

Redston Rd No  

Redston Rd No Some roads have problems, but others don't so the issue is divisive.    What concerns us is that 

once a CPZ is installed, it's there forever.     You need to take into account the upcoming 

extension of the ULEZ as that will change traffic movements.    Also this is the wrong time to 

consult when a pandemic is locking us down.   A CPZ would make my working life harder and 

would be a great inconvenience at this point in time 

Redston Rd No  

Redston Rd No If CPZ imposed, woudl need to cover weekends and event days at Ally Pally 

Redston Rd No Having free parking is such a bonus and something to be grateful for in London.  It would be 

difficult to afford the costs of a CPZ.  Thank you 

Redston Rd No A CPZ here would not solve any of the parking problems 

Redston Rd No  

Redston Rd No  

Redston Rd No  

Redston Rd No  

Redston Rd No  

Redston Rd No I would like to cycle but there is nowhere safe to leave the bike anywhere near the shops. 

Redston Rd No No change since last consultation in 2017.   Small businesses need customers to be able to 

park.   We have a lot of elders here who need to use local shops and services.  They also need 

visits form friends and family so a CPZ would add greatly to eh costs and hassle.   We think this 

is simply another revenue source for  councils - with little to do with benefits for residents. For 

local communities to thrive, free parking is needed 

Redston Rd No  

Redston Rd No  

Redston Rd No  

Redston Rd No  

Redston Rd No You have not given any information about permit charges and price rises.  Can people park in 

front of their driveways if there is a CPZ?   What about availability, cost and ease of getting 

visitor permits?    Why does LBH allow dropped kerbs?  These are very bad for teh water table 

and go against greening 

Redston Rd No  

Redston Rd No How can people make a decision without  information about signage, markings etc.   Free 

parkign is essential for shops and businesses if they are to survive.  We only have parkign 

issues during events at Alexandra Palace.   It is Ally Pally who need to sort out their parking 

Redston Rd No  
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Redston Rd If PPA, 

yes 

A PPA would be better than a CPZ. 

Redston Rd If PPA, 

yes 

PPA system preferred - if controls were to be put in  (no boxes / signs only) 

Redston Rd No This is the wrong time to consult because pavement works on Redston are making parkign 

temporarily difficult.   There is also a van which has been dumped outside #113 for months.  It 

has a Crouch End permit.  Otherwise parking is OK 

Redston Rd If PPA, 

yes 

I am opposed to CPZ as I do not think it is necessary and I believe will in fact reduces spaces. I 

would however consider PPA , which I think could work in our area. If CPZ was introduced I 

would like to make a condition that visitors permits are only issued to residents and not people 

from neighbouring streets and or developments ie Smithfield Square and New River as I am 

lead to believe this may be offered.   There are approx. 120 dwellings on Redston Road (mainly 

houses and a few flat conversations) 41 have off street parking (some houses can 

accommodate 2 or 3 cars) Total number of vehicles (excl. motorbikes) owned by residents is 

139 of which a 51 are parked off street & 88 on street. At 8.30pm on Friday 26th February there 

were 98 vehicles parked on Redston Road. 74 of these are owned by Redston Road residents 

the remaining 24 were not.  I can only assume that the 14 missing cars are either parked on 

Danvers, Warner of PAN. Which is highly likely as spaces were blocked off for the pavement 

works on Redston.  I counted approx. 25 spaces available if one includes the spaces taken out 

of action by the pavement works.  At this current time I believe the CPZ would be more trouble 

than it is worth and I am not happy about the fact that  the consultation questionnaire does not  

mention the costs to the residents.  There were no obviously dumped vehicles. There were 2 

small camper vans not owned by residents and a couple of cars with expired Crouch End 

residents permits.   Very occasionally I might have to park a couple of hundreds yards from my 

front door. 

Redston Rd If PPA, 

yes 

I do not want a CPZ but do want a PPA, there was not a suitable question so put yes to CPZ 

even though I do not want it but do want controlled parking in form of a PPA. 

Redston Rd Yes Parking is getting harder although not impossible. I would however welcome a CPZ. There are 

an increasing number of trade vehicles and over spill. I often see people parking one car and 

then getting into another or a taxi to drive off. Short term paid for parking would be welcome at 

the Priory Road end of Redston Road to help the local shops. 

Redston Rd No  

Redston Rd No It has come to my attention that the council may be considering allowing residents of the 

Smithfield Square development (who haven't purchased an on-site parking space but are 

running a vehicle and parking in the Hornsey North proposed CPZ area) - to buy visitor permits 

for their vehicles, should a CPZ be imposed.  If this is the case, and it is only a rumour, then I 

think it negates the idea of a CPZ being for local residents. The Smithfield Square development 

is a recent addition to the area and should have been built with adequate parking for the 

number of units. Residents of that block who didn't purchase an on-site parking space should 

not expect to then be able to park in the proposed CPZ area.   The apartments should have 

been sold with the express limitation of no expectation to park in neighbouring areas - this 

would also support the council's green agenda. 

Redston Rd No  

Redston Rd No No need for CPZ.   Thanks 

Redston Rd No The only parking issue on Redston is at weekends when Ally Pally attracts visitors.  A CPZ 

would not address this 

Redston Rd No  
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Redston Rd If PPA, 

yes 

If in future overflow parking becomes a problem would prefer PPA to CPZ.  Would prefer PPA to 

CPZ, though do not want either 

Redston Rd No In Redston Road, about one third (41 of 118) houses have dropped kerbs, the majority allow for 

2 or more cars to be parked.  Many people with dropped kerbs have further cars parked across 

these dropped kerbs, and allow parking in these spaces by family, neighbours and tradespeople 

when necessary.  In the event of CPZ  being introduced, the road in front of the dropped kerbs 

would become unavailable for parking, thus reducing parking spaces by 30-50% which is not 

only very unreasonable, especially when householders require work to be undertaken by 

tradespeople who need to park nearby, or need care-givers to attend, and not be delayed.  

Introduction of such a scheme should be for the benefit of the residents. It would most definitely 

NOT be the case for Redston Road. I believe that CPZ is an ill thought out scheme and as such 

in Redston Road would benefit no-one, least of all elderly residents.  Haringey Council needs to 

reassess and find alternative ways to increase Council finances.  This scheme only benefits the 

Council. 

Redston Rd No I do not believe that there is any need or pressure to reconsider the CPZ coming from residents 

of Redston Rd especially since the last year has been largely a stay home lock down with no 

visitors! Its only just about 3 yrs ago that we all rejected a CPZ and the councils letter that 

claims groups have been lobbying because of increased pressure seems totally unbelievable.  

As a member of WERA which covers my street and the larger part of the whole North Hornsey 

area I am aware that WERA has not made any representation to this effect whatsoever.  I have 

resided in my current home for over 40 years and have had a car all that time and have never 

had to park more than 100 yards from my door ever (except in the old days on fireworks nights). 

I also note that throughout most of the last year about half the local businesses have not been 

trading so this cannot be business lead pressure either. It is a nonsense and I resent the 

councils attempts to make me pay to have visitors arrive at my house.  I also note they do not 

explain what the charge would actually be- if it were applied(They are so keen to raise more 

revenue they expect us to vote even when we do not know what it would cost).   It is an outrage 

to treat us like this. 

Redston Rd No I think there is an issue with Q7 - it appears to be asking for anecdotes about what people feel 

are issues are in their streets, and the plural of anecdote is not data. If the council wants data 

on what is actually happening in peoples' streets, then a proper systemic study should be 

carried out prior to any consultation on a CPZ, as people can then base their responses on 

data, rather than perception.  Useful information could have been supplied as part of this 

consultation, such as the proposed bay markings which would allow residents to see if there is 

already a net-loss in parking spaces due to the generous non-parking space left at corners and 

between existing dropped kerbs. This would need to be offset against any potential spaces 

'freed-up' as a result of the CPZ.  A useful inclusion to the consultation would have been to set-

out the process by which residents could have a CPZ removed, should it not work as intended.  

Overall, I feel that holding a consultation on parking provision at this point in time where: 

transport and parking behaviours are not 'normal' due to the pandemic; the ULEZ comes into 

force in October (which may have an impact on second cars/parking usage); and the Alexandra 

Park parking charges are about to be introduced, is not fair on local residents as they are 

effectively being asked to predict the impact of all of these changes prior to them being put in 

place. It would have been more sensible to delay this consultation by twelve months. 
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Redston Rd No I was surprised to see this matter re-surface. I wonder how many residents have raised this as 

an issue. Parking, in my experience, is never a problem in Redston Road. I have made a point 

of checking available spaces recently. Even with the current pavement replacement taking out 

some 50 metres there are usually approx 6 - 7 spaces for cars at any one time. What I do know 

is that I am constantly seeing people on local social media sites having huge issues with visitor 

permits / parking vouchers. Here is an example:   "I have managed to find a plumber to come 

tomorrow to replace a blown boiler, but I can't collect parking vouchers from council until 2pm. 

Does anybody have a 1 day voucher for the WG/Wood Green Outer that I could "borrow" for 

most of a day and can replace when I collect mine in the afternoon. Will obviously collect and 

return using whichever means you feel safest. I've knocked on a couple of doors, and will knock 

on the rest if I hear nothing.  What a complete pain this must be.   Add to this the issuing of 

parking tickets to cars legally displaying the permits and residents getting nowhere with the 

council when they contest this. Recently Cllr Chandwani had to intervene on behalf of a resident 

in just such an instance. (As if we don't have enough on our plate at the moment anyway.)   As 

it is there are no issues, in my experience, with parking. It is free and I never have to worry 

about permits for visiting friends or workmen. Parking heaven.   And you suggest there is a 

need for a CPZ? Or is it that there is need for revenue from a CPZ.   Given that there appears to 

be so much dissatisfaction with CPZ management on a regular and ongoing basis I suggest you 

survey those in the CPZ areas in Haringey to see if they wish to retain them or to return to 

hassle free parking such as we enjoy in Redston Road. Please let me know who I need to 

approach to suggest this.  

Redston Rd No  

Redston Rd No  

Redston Rd If PPA, 

yes 

If we are forced into having a CPZ then I would prefer a PPA scheme to be considered first. 

Redston Rd No  

South View Rd Yes A problem in the South View Road area is a collector of trade vehicles - often American .  He 

parks these in several nearby roads.  Presumably these are taxed and insured as they never 

seem to be ticketed or removed.   A CPZ would stop this practice 

South View Rd Yes I see that our road - South View Rd is proposed to be a 'School Street' so if that goes ahead, we 

wouldn't need a CPZ here.  A school street would certainly deter congestion at drop-off and 

pick-up times and would stop parents  who sometimes leave their cars all day.  It woudl also 

stop people who use the road to 'store' their cars 

South View Rd Yes South View, North View, Beechwood, Eastfield, Hawthorn, Nightingale and Newlands are used 

by non locals to park vans,  flat-bed trucks, Luton vans, taxis etc.  A short  2-hour weekday CPZ 

would stop this.  Piecemeal intro of CPZs will just lead to more displacement parking.  Teachers 

at Campsbourne school need some parking space because  some travel from far away 

South View Rd Yes Parking has become a nightmare mainly because of cars left here for weeks.  As a teacher 

doing essential work through the pandemic it is stressful not being able to find space near my 

house.  I sometimes have to drive to another road to get space 

South View Rd Yes Abandoned cars here and also Nightingale Motors leave their cars all around here 

South View Rd Yes  

South View Rd Yes Main issue is trade vans parking at night - along with vehicles from the garage which are left for 

days.  Parkign at night is nearly impossible.  Also several unused dropped kerbs.  Cars also 

speed up Nightingale Lane to Newland Rd 

South View Rd Yes  
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South View Rd Yes My son comes to visit me and it would be good if he good get a short term visitor permit 

because he has MS and cannot walk. I am in my 70s and cannot walk a long way 

South View Rd Yes  

South View Rd Yes Lots of cars dumped on our road. 

South View Rd Yes  

South View Rd Yes More car club spaces needed 

South View Rd Yes Current CPZ on Rectory Gdns is all day - which seems excessive and causes overspill.  I don't 

want an all day CPZ here.  A 2 hour CPZ would allow tradespeople to call without hassle. 

South View Rd Yes Main problem is non local vehicles left parked long term - also commuters.  A long CPZ is 

unnecessary and would have detrimental impact on residents and local businesses.  Need to 

consider the wider area rather than single roads like Rectory Gdns 

South View Rd Yes No parking spaces at night. 

South View Rd Yes  

South View Rd Yes Parking controls now. Too many short term users, people dropping off at the school, 

recreational users of the nearby park parking in our streets for free making parking a nightmare. 

South View Rd Yes  

South View Rd Yes In 2017 I voted against  a CPZ but parking has deteriorated a lot in the last 3-4 years.   It's 

difficult to find parking space on South View Rd in the day and I often have to find a space in 

Hawthorn or Beechwood 

South View Rd Yes Air pollution is a serious problem here.  One child was hospitalised here with a life-threatening 

attack.  The inquest into the death of Ella Kissi Debra in South London confirmed air pollution as 

a contributary factor.  We need radical change to reduce pollution 

South View Rd No  

South View Rd No During lockdown where there is much smaller turnover of cars/traffic so I believe any problem 

seems exacerbated.    Especially as there is so much work going on.  Predominantly the council 

led roofing project which is taking at least 6 spaces on three roads in the area.  Again short 

term.  The removal of parking next to Campsbourne School as Covid measures, which are to be 

made permanent will result in the loss of spaces.   The main traffic/parking problem seems to be 

at the bottom end of Nightingale Lane at the junction with Priory Gardens, which has been 

caused by the CPZ restrictions on Priory Gardens.     There are obviously far fewer cars owned 

by the households on Priory Gardens than there are available spaces because there are always 

at least 10 (and I'm being conservative) spaces free at all days and times.  The CPZ has 

introduced too harsh conditions which has created the problem.  Reducing the CPZ restrictions 

in Priory would relieve the pressure for Nightingale residents.  There is also no joined up 

thinking here from the Council with the introduction of the School Street scheme for 

Campsbourne School.   The introduction of the same School Street scheme on Priory Gardens, 

and the removal of its CPZ would solve the problems for residents at the bottom of Nightingale 

Lane, and deliver what the residents of Priory Gardens wanted which was no school 

traffic/parking from St Mary's.  There always seem to be spaces available on Eastfield and 

Brook Roads, and quite often at the top of Nightingale Lane past the school, but I believe these 

spaces are deemed less desirable for parking in.  Indeed if the council fixed the permanent 

flooding on Eastfield outside of the school that would open up further parking spaces.  Overall I 

feel the council seems to just use CPZ as a blunt tool, and something more nuanced, based on 

a wider School Street scheme , fixing drainage on Eastfield, and better road markings and 

lighting would serve the area best. 
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South View Rd No Parking is difficult after 6 30pm. It's not a significant difficulty earlier in the day so this will not 

help. The School safe scheme which I support will  result in South View and Nightingale 

residents being doubly penalised 

South View Rd No  

South View Rd No Please also provide metal frames on the pavement so bikes can be locked temporarily.  Our 

friends cycle to see us but have nowhere to safely leave a bike and this discourages cycling. 

South View Rd No I would prefer no CPZ but if imposed, 2 hours would be OK 

South View Rd No I'm concerned that a CPZ will require us to pay for visitors to park.  Would like a limited 

allocation of free VP 

South View Rd No Would not want controls although people do reserve spaces with bins.   It is worrying that more 

events at Ally Pally woudl mean more overflow in my local roads during events. 

South View Rd No No parking issues in South View Rd except temporarily while  hosues are having their windows 

changed.    If a CPZ goes ahead, it will only be because Haringey wants to punish motorists and 

increase the money it makes from them 

South View Rd No Very rarely I might have to park further along the road than by my house.   A CPZ would not 

only damage the Farmers Market but woudl also limit visitors to Alexandra Park and Palace.     

The road is sometimes blocked by Homes for Haringey vans but one can go round by a parallel 

road.  The only night there is no space is Fireworks Night. 

South View Rd No This is just a money-making exercise.  There are no acute issues with parking - apart from 

builders' trucks attending lots of building work.  I notice that the council does nothing about 

dumped untaxed vehicles 

South View Rd No All cars parked on South View are owned by residents, so no need to change anything 

South View Rd No We don't need CPZ.  I work during the day and get back after 6pm so why would I want to pay 

to park when I'm not at home.  We already pay £2000 in council tax, and other costs are 

increasing 

South View Rd No  

South View Rd No  

South View Rd No  

South View Rd No CPZs don't solve problems, they just move them - and create other problems like reduced 

income for shops.   The only time parkign is a problem is overnight, so a CPZ woudl make no 

difference.  If the council needs more income, be honest and collect it in a fairer manner. 

South View Rd No  

South View Rd No  

South View Rd No  

South View Rd No EVCPs need installing to encourage take-up.  We would consider an EV if there were available 

charging points.  We need better public transport here  and we're concerned that the focus on 

CPZs diverts attention from this.    Which community services are there that people need to 

drive to?  Sound like they are not serving the community if we need to drive to them!  Recycling 

plants are a good example.  Residents are force to drive to these, as the council won't collect. 

South View Rd No Don't want CPZ 

South View Rd No No problem daytime.  Difficult after 6pm and next to impossible after 7pm because there are so 

many flats and multicar households.     Evening restrictions would help but  we know the council 

aren't going to resource that. 

South View Rd No No problems at all 

South View Rd No Evening and overnight parking is the only issue 
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South View Rd If PPA, 

yes 

PPA?   The main issue is evening parking but a short CPZ might help. We are against marked 

bays as this will reduce space.     there is too much speeding in local roads in evenings and late 

nights. 

South View Rd No Difficulty parking on Sundays because of school activities.  Also a lot of vehicles are dumped in 

South View Rd.  I did contact my housing manager about a dropped kerb and emailed 

Customer Services at Haringey but did not receive a response.  I have COPD, asthma and 

arthritis and need to park by my house 

South View Rd No CPZ, as ever, is a cash grab by Haringey. I am strongly opposed, but the creeping roll out of 

CPZ's to surrounding areas has succeeded in changing some local people's minds, as was no 

doubt intended. The issues in Haringey North, in my view, are still not severe enough to warrant 

a CPZ. However for my road (South View Road), if Nightingale Lane is in favour, it may become 

necessary to mitigate non-resident parking overspill. But in no circumstances is a day long 

(8am-6.30pm) CPZ required or desirable. A short window to allow trades and visitors must be 

permitted if necessary. 

South View Rd No Garages sometimes 'store' cars here.  I am reluctant to have a CPZ but would agree if other 

streets vote in favour.  I do NOT want all day controls as they are unnecessary 

South View Rd No I really have no problem parking in South View Road. 

South View Rd No No need for a CPZ here.  This is purely a money-making venture 

South View Rd No Don't keep on trying to impose a CPZ as it's not needed here.  Also nonsense to claim 

"residents and local groups" want parkign controls.   CPZs are jsut another tax and cause major 

inconvenience and expense to residents and their visitors 

South View Rd No The Sunday market makes parking difficult.  A lot of construction work is ongoing at present  

and so many of the contractors  use the road as a car park - swapping their vans for their cars 

in the evening and morning. 

Warner Rd Yes I am elderly and have bad legs.  I have  small car and can never find a space so I rarely go out.   

Every day, commuters, sprinter vans,  4 * 4s, and mobile homes  park all day in Warner Road.  

Sometimes they are left for weeks.  Commuters park and then go to the bus stop in Priory Rd.   

Vans take up many spaces and reduce visibility.   Also the car showroom in Park road uses 

Warner Road to leave their part exchange old bangers - up to 5 cars a day.   It is really 

annoying and something needs to be done to stop this extraneous free parking 

Warner Rd No Too many dropped kerbs have reduced on-street parking.  This is exacerbated by non locals 

parking as well.   Please stop doing dropped kerbs, or install them for everyone 

Warner Rd No Only problem is a mechanic shop which parks customers' cars in front of Wolverton flats - often 

for a week or more.   This makes it difficult and stressful when coming home with shopping.  

Some people park here and then get a train to work or visit somewhere.    We need families to 

be able to visit, and parking would be fine were it not for the mechanic shop 

Warner Rd No  

Warner Rd No  

Warner Rd No  

Warner Rd No  

Warner Rd No CPZs are ineffective - they just displace parking problems and are another form of taxation with 

no benefits to taxpayers 

Warner Rd No No need for CPZ as there are loads of free spaces.   Please don't try to tax us again 

Warner Rd No Consider removing existing nearby CPZs to stop displacement.     Who exactly are these 

groups you claim have petitioned the council to install a CPZ in Hornsey North area?   Can this 

be supplied under a FOI request?  Thank you 
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Warner Rd No  

Warner Rd No No problems parking in Warner.  I'm against CPZs as they reduce spaces. Also people with 

driveways can't park across them.  Many houses here have off road parking 

Warner Rd No  

Warner Rd No Your covering letter is non-specific so it's not clear why you are consulting now.  Given the 

effect of covid, parking has changed a lot, and it might be better to consult after the lockdown is 

over 

Warner Rd No Its only just over 2 years since the last consultation, so this should not be taking place at all. 

Warner Rd No  

Warner Rd No  

Warner Rd No Half the houses in Warner Rd have driveways.  A CPZ would reduce parking spaces as a result.     

The main problem time is in the evenings when, presumably residents and their visitors are all 

home.     Until we have evidence of the impact of Ally Pally pay-to-park charges  and the ULEZ, 

this is not the right time for a CPZ 

Warner Rd No  

Warner Rd No Only problem at night (so CPZ wouldn't be any help), when vans are left parked 

Warner Rd If PPA, 

yes 

If necessary a PPA woudl be preferable to a CPZ 

Warner Rd If PPA, 

yes 

The only issue here is speeding.  We have a driveway and would not want a CPZ as would 

restrict visitors form parkign across our drive 

Warner Rd If PPA, 

yes 

I am in favour of a PPA as an alternative to a CPZ.  In my experience when visiting friends in 

CPZ areas .  The bureaucracy of visitor permits  is cumbersome and makes it awkward to visit.  

In short it feels hostile   .  Controls impede carers and service calls.   Businesses are struggling, 

so do not want restrictions on customers.  This seems a very inappropriate time to consult.     

Furthermore, your parking structure favours those with internet access and smart phones. 

Some roads may want a CPZ and I'm sure that a tailored approach could be organised 

Warner Rd No  

Warner Rd If PPA, 

yes 

PPA?    We are not near shops of tube and do not need a CPZ because cars cannot be parked 

across driveways which is a problem for households with 2 cars. 

Warner Rd No The CPZ Controls are unnecessary to be enforced for the Warner Road at the moment. There 

is no practical or rational need for this to be introduced. I do not give any consent to the 

introduction of the CPZ control. 

Warner Rd No PPA would be OK.     This is because a CPZ with its markings would prevent 2nd cars being 

parked across driveways.   I would be interested in a PPA 

Warner Rd No  

Warner Rd No CPZs do not solve parking issues, they simply push them elsewhere and so become a source 

of taxation. 

Warner Rd No A CPZ will only exacerbate existing parking difficulties in the area, and introduce problems 

where none exist at the moment. This consultation is inadequate to explore the issues to the 

level of depth and detail needed, and until the council is prepared to analyse the issues 

thoroughly and consider a wider range of options (e.g. PPAs) I am unwilling to support any 

proposal to introduce parking controls. 

Warner Rd No Please do not impose parking restrictions which reduce the number of parking spaces available 

in Warner Road. 
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Warner Rd No The situation and local conditions have not changed here since the last consultation in 2017. My 

view is there are still no good reasons to implement CPZ in this area. Nor do I think the middle 

of a Covid lockdown, when is a good time to hold another consultation, if one is required it 

should be postponed until some kind of usual life has returned. Who are the ‘ residents and 

local groups’ who have written to you stating that parking pressures are ‘now more intense’? It 

is disappointing that you provide no evidence regarding this. Also disappointing that your 

questionnaire is skewed to influence answers supporting a CPZ e.g. Question 5  - the option of ‘ 

None’ in addition to ‘Other’ would be less biased. In fact on the map you provide you indicate 

the hours you wish to bring in are 8am to 6.30pm. This is not made clear in your letter. Your 

letter says ‘If you have questions about the consultation, please email ....’ I know of people who 

have done this and have had no proper reply, other than an automated one, which provides no 

help.  Overall your consultation process is flawed - a great pity.  Other comments: 1. A CPZ 

area discourages visitors, this is especially damaging for older people and those unable to get 

out and about. We have learnt through Covid lockdowns the huge importance of social contact 

and the ill-effects when people become isolated. I know through the experience of visiting a 

friend in this position in Wood Green the difficulty and awkwardness of visiting in a CPZ area, 

every hour I stay is a cost to her and there is the anxiety of ensuring one gets back to the car in 

time to prevent a fine, not a good way to end a visit. It is a difficult process to purchase visitors 

permits for those who do not use on-line facilities, my friend was told she had to go in person to 

pay at the library. The council’s limit on visitors permits per application disadvantages those 

most in need. 2. CPZ areas provide less parking space for residents. 3. At the 2017 consultation 

local businesses were very opposed to the introduction of a CPZ area. Too many local shops 

are presently closed due to lockdown restrictions to make their views known, but doubtless they 

are still of the view CPZ would be detrimental to their businesses. When they do reopen they 

will need all the support they can get to revitalise. I assume Haringey Council will want to back 

them in this regard and for the area to  be economically and socially vibrant. Introducing CPZ 

will be detrimental to these aims. 4. It is suggested  that creating CPZ areas creates a problem 

for the neighbouring non CPZ areas. Perhaps CPZ areas are intrinsically problematic and the 

whole topic needs a complete rethink and more creative solutions found for those areas where 

there is real evidence that a problem exists. 

Warner Rd No  

Warner Rd If PPA, 

yes 

PPA  would-be preferred 

Wavel Mews No No parking problems here but there would be if you bring in a CPZ as there would be spill over 

from Park Avenue N and S.  There must be more urgent priorities for Haringey.  Why not focus 

on recycling for example, or road repairs? 

Wavel Mews No  

Wavel Mews No  

1000 1000 1000 

 


